DEDICATION

In 1916 Jack Burnes wrote of Mitchell Freiman, whom he was to succeed two years later as
Superintendent (Director) of the West End House, the following: “To him all boys were
potentially great. The only problem was to devise a sufficiently varied program that would
encompass all the activities of a boy’s life.”
These words ring as true today as they did almost 100 years ago. West End House Camp,
from its very beginnings in 1908 to the present, has consistently strived to run programs that
bring out the best in each camper and to ensure that each youngster grows, matures, and
performs to his full potential.
We are pleased and honored that our efforts have been recognized by the Marigold
Charitable Trust, which since its founding in 2005 has been a steadfast and generous partner in
our mutual efforts to identify individuals for whom a stay at West End House Camp would be
memorable and positive. Together, West End House Camp and Marigold Charitable Trust have
worked closely to select for our camp each summer youngsters from a multitude of different
backgrounds. Funding from the Trust makes the dream of attending camp a reality for many a
boy.
Our special gratitude to Marigold Charitable Trust founder Beverly Marram, whose
personal knowledge of our organization goes back well before the founding of the Trust, and to
Executive Director Susan Shamus and Program Director Don Moskowitz. We are truly honored
and grateful to be a recipient of their support, which has added significantly to the success of
our operations. The West End House Camp is pleased and honored to pay them special
recognition by dedicating the 2010 SPIRIT to

MARIGOLD CHARITABLE TRUST

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
There are many people whose assistance during this past year has been invaluable to the camp.
We offer our sincere gratitude to the following individuals and institutions that contributed to the success
of the season:
·Michael Berger, President of West End House Camp, Inc. for his tremendous enthusiasm,
commitment and involvement throughout the year.
·Henry Barr and Marty Jacobs, Past Presidents of the WEHC Board of Directors, for their
continued leadership, advice, and presence.
·Members of the Board, who oversee the operation and whose committees meet regularly to
ensure that WEHC is the very best it can possibly be. These great people are listed elsewhere in the Spirit,
and each has been tremendous in his or her own support of the Camp.
·Aaron Leppo (Full Line Graphics) – thank you for your patience and generosity in arranging for
the printing of the Spirit for 2010 (and for many previous years, too!) and for all your printing favors!
·The Camp Breakfast is always a great time, and Bert and Esther Wynn continue to ensure its
success by providing many raffle prizes for the children.
·Goroshko Moving Co. (Tony Goroshko) – deepest gratitude for picking up and bringing trunks
and baggage back to Boston the last day of camp.
·Sheila O’Connell and St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton for their donation of medical
supplies.
·The fine folks at Franciscan Children’s Hospital in Brighton – we thank you for the use of your
parking lot for bus departures and arrivals. It is an ideal meeting space!
·Sincere gratitude to the staff at the West End House Boys & Girls Club, especially Executive
Director Andrea Howard, Director of Operations Kristen Rhuda, and Director of Support Services Karen
Cyr, for their cooperation and assistance throughout the year.
·Brien Wong for meeting the returning buses at Franciscan Hospital and making sure that
campers and luggage were picked up!
Kenny Klapman and Zoe Ellis – thanks for your help this summer. It was genuinely appreciated!

ABOUT THE COVER
The front cover displays scenes from West End House Camp’s first annual World Cup. The top shows the
coaches proudly wearing their countries’ flags and getting ready to be introduced to their teams at the
start of the daylong event. The bottom is a great picture of our colorful dining hall as World Cup teams
sat together next to their countries’ flags wearing the team shirts that each camper created.
The top back cover is graced with one of the amazing rainbows that emerged over Long Pond after one
of the brief passing showers that occurred during the almost perfect weather of the 2010 season.
The bottom of the back cover depicts the “West End House Camp Heroes”: Senior Counselors Drew
Moura, Danny Bernard, Andrew DeMarco, Jason Cohen, and Thibaut Rochette who on their day off in
the White Mountains saved the life of a man who fell 60 feet from the top of a waterfall. All of us at
West End House Camp were and are so proud of these and all of our high quality staff members who
perform heroic deeds big and small each day for the benefit of our campers!

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
I am writing this message in December 2010 as winter approaches and thoughts of warm
weather and green grass seem so far away.
The summer of 2010 was, perhaps, one of the finest seasons ever for WEH Camp. Exceptional
weather, a talented and dedicated staff, a large number of different campers, and exciting programs,
including World Cup Day (new), Desert War, and the closest Color War there will probably ever be (less
than 1/3 of a point separating the two teams!) were just some of the factors that made this summer so
memorable.
Although WEH Camp runs eight weeks for boys, the task of directing it encompasses a full 52
weeks each year. It is a commitment so ably handled by Steve Lepler. His dedication, energy, creativity,
concern, and organizational skills are unmatched, and the success of the season is due to his leadership
and tireless efforts. His fervent determination to ensure that West End House Camp remains the very
best among all camps is evident. Thank you, Steve, for all you have done and continue to do, not only
during the summer but all through the year.
Ryan Wilensky has been a most valuable and welcome addition. Since October of 2007 he has
served as Director of Operations, a position whose responsibilities go beyond any job descriptions. His
presence has truly made a positive difference at camp, and in true West End House tradition he goes
over and above the call of duty to ensure success. Thanks, too, to his wife, Rachel, whose volunteer
efforts in 2010 will be directed towards their newborn daughter, Whitney, in 2011!
We were fortunate to have veteran nurse Sandi Nelson with us for the entire summer. Her care
and concern for the campers and staff is exceptional. She truly cared about each person.
Lee Russell returned as our head cook. Ably assisted by his wife, Linda, and by Tom Mercier, he
kept the delicious food flowing from the kitchen and always accommodated special events. We are truly
grateful to Lee, Linda and Tom for the quality and quantity of the food they prepared.
The Custodian is a vital part of the operations. John Fredette, assisted this summer by Steve
Chamberlain, willingly faced any and all tasks. They made a great team and together made sure that the
facility ran smoothly at all times.
Sincere appreciation to Ramie Lepler, who once again this summer volunteered and was always
ready and willing to lend a helping hand. Thank you, Ramie, for all that you have done for us.
I am especially pleased to offer my thanks to my wife, Bryna. Her volunteer efforts keeping track
of the campers’ spending money, picking up the mail, making trips to the clinic or hospital, running the
canteen, tutoring, helping in the infirmary, picking up supplies, etc., are truly invaluable. She is a
remarkable person!
Most of all, I want to offer my gratitude to the staff and to the campers. Ultimately, the success
of the season comes down to quality of campers and quality of staff – and once again both “categories”
were of the highest level! Special thanks to Mark Sands for his efforts and friendship these past two
seasons.
Don’t forget to check out our fantastic website (www.westendhousecamp.org) and to let your
friends know about us! We continue to attract new campers largely through word of mouth, and we
welcome your referrals.
Please stay well and take care. Call (617‐783‐2267), email (wehbgclub@aol.com) or write (105
Allston St., Allston, MA 02134‐5029) if I can help in any way.
Bill Margolin
Executive Director

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
It is Sunday afternoon, August 22nd. I just finished my end of camp walk, a leisurely 3‐mile stroll
down the Road between the Ponds, past West Pond, through the apple orchards, up the hill overlooking
Long Pond, and then back to my cottage. For the first time it seems all summer, it is now drizzling. The
sky is dripping mostly tears of joy for what has been a superlative 2010 West End House Camp season.
Two hundred sixty four boys were campers, most of the modern era. All headed home with
exciting, fun, and memorable stories to tell about their experiences. Whether it was participating in the
first ever “World Cup,” or the closest Color War in history, jumping on the Bongo, tubing across the lake,
scoring the game winning basket in the Rec Hall or making a diving catch on the big diamond, playing
Rafterball with bunkmates or sharing a laugh before lights out, 2010 was truly special for us all.
The themes for the staff during training and set up week were professionalism, safety and
positive interactions. Counselors at all levels implemented these themes continuously from day one
until the closing ceremonies on the last night of camp. We have never had more campers begging us to
stay longer or come back for Color War. Comments received back from happy campers and thoughtful
parents have been so positive.
Our excellent staff, was very capably led by Ryan Wilensky, Director of Operations (and primary
Editor of this outstanding yearbook!); Mark Sands, our passionate Waterfront Director; and of course
Bill Margolin, Executive Director who has seen it all and has proclaimed this summer as the best ever.
This is largely due to our terrific group of veteran Senior Counselors: Jason Cohen, Matt Shivers, David
Voshchin, Danny Bernard, Thibaut Rochette, Justin Avergon, Josh Singer, Neil Sharma, Andrew DeMarco,
Brion Rock, and David Lach. Three outstanding rookie Senior Counselors were major contributors to our
success: Kabir Moss, Jeff Bernstein and Drew Moura. All of our younger staff were and are extremely
valuable and committed to the camp and the campers.
West End House Camp has many themes and slogans. All are as relevant and inspirational now
as the first time they were used many years ago.
“The Spirit of the House Will Never Die”
“When You’re One of the Boys, You’re Always One of the Boys”
“Make Friends for Life”
“Affordable Excellence”
A new theme has been recently introduced: “West End House Camp First.” This has a couple of
meanings. Our goal is to be the best camp. We are always working hard to maintain and improve upon
the high quality of the West End House Camp experience. Secondly, we encourage all campers, both
returning and prospective rookies, to make their plans for West End House Camp first. Book your slot
for the 2011 season at WEHC if you have not yet done so. Then make your other plans around the
WEHC schedule. We were full in 2010; we will be full in 2011 at an even earlier date. We want you to
be part of the uniquely special West End House Camp Family. We support each other through all the
ups, downs, and everything in between.
It is an awesome honor, privilege, and responsibility to be a leader of West End House Camp. I
pledge to work tirelessly year round to make West End House Camp First, for the benefit of you all.
Thanks for your collaboration, involvement, and support.

Best regards to you and your family,
Steve Lepler

Message from the Operations Director
It is often asked, “Which summer at WEHC was the best?” Personally, I look at 1988 as the best summer ever. We won
something like 90% of our Intercamp games, Color War was unbelievable as the Blue Machine outlasted the White Empire by 4
points and the staff was terrific as well. Now, 2010 has set the new bar, as far as I am concerned. The introduction of World Cup,
great staff and campers, unbelievable weather and the single closest Color War of all time make 2010 unmatched.
First off, I’d like to thank everyone who made 2010 the “GOAT” (Greatest of All Time). Steve continues to deliver the
campers who get better each year. Steve works tirelessly recruiting, re-recruiting and making sure that we have campers of diverse
backgrounds who have high quality character. Although the World Cup event’s success can be attributed to many people, it all started
when Steve and I were watching Dan Bernard’s Varsity Baseball game in Sharon and Steve mentioned the idea and asked me to take
the lead. I am thankful he trusted me and a few counselors to work out the kinks and provide us with the resources we needed to make
World Cup so memorable.
Bill’s contributions to the camp cannot be overstated. Everywhere we go, whether it is in East Parsonsfield, other camps, or
in the Boston area, everyone asks how Bill is doing. Bill Margolin IS West End House Camp and he continues to personify
everything we are about. Whether it’s his stories, the Sea Dogs and Fun Town trips, his serial, the Spelling Bees and his overall
wisdom to me and others, Bill continues to be as valuable as ever.
There are many other people who made this summer the best ever. Special thanks to Mark “Li’l Abbott” Sands for being the
Waterfront Director the last two summers. Mark always brought great enthusiasm, a safety first mentality, an amazing fishing
program and the West End passion. Mark, Rachel and I will miss talking about Special Education with you during the meals and
trying to convince you that Pizza Barn is better than Lynwood. Hopefully you can come visit camp in 2011, take some campers
fishing and babysit for us. Also, Lee, Linda and Sandi have decided to retire this summer as well. Have a great time in your
retirement and thanks for the many years of exceptional service to the camp. Also, thanks to John Fredette for taking care of the camp
and new assistant custodian Steve Chamberlain, who was a terrific addition to the team and even helped us with the start of Color
War. Also, thanks to Ramie for volunteering throughout the summer at the waterfront. I’d like to thank Bryna for continuing to do
everything behind the scenes such as taking care of the laundry, the canteen and organizing the letters home. Lastly, I’d like to thank
Rachel for supporting my efforts to do a job that is so important to me and being a great partner in Shuffleboard, Murder Mystery and
helping with the Color War Start. It was Rachel who painted the “COLOR WAR IS NOW” sign on the Jai Alai board. We have a
new addition to the family Whitney Wilensky who will be eligible to go to the Girl’s camp and better be a High Senior Captain on the
Purple team. The anticipation of the baby’s arrival reminded me of the days of waiting for Color War to finally start. “When is it
coming already?” Steve, can we add “Babysitting” to the job charts or as a Waterfront activity?
I want to again thank Jason Cohen for running the closest Color War of all time. I will never forget the look on his face when
we realized White won by 0.32 points. Jason also was huge at the waterfront and we look forward to him becoming an incredible
surgeon as he enters medical school. Dan Bernard continues to be a terrific leader at camp and is now 8-0 in Color War (I am so
jealous). Thanks to Brion Rock for running the newest great night activity, “Inferno,” and for his wonderful sense of humor. Great
job was done again by David Voshchin, who was a leader at the waterfront and was a great sport despite the disappointment of head
coaching the best team to not win Color War. Also, David and Justin Avergon ran a very competitive Desert War. Any fun activity
has to involve Justin Avergon, who is extremely creative and passionate about everything he does. Thanks to Josh Singer for his
incredible enthusiasm and his work as a baseball and lacrosse coach. Thanks to Matt Shivers for running the Arts and Crafts program
and destroying me in the Making a Bed contest during Gladiators. Thanks to Neil Sharma and Andrew DeMarco for being terrific
league commissioners. Thanks to David Lach for being versatile as a ref, archery and tennis instructor and for leading “Mexico” to
the first World Cup championship. Thanks to Thibaut, who is an unbelievably mature young man and one of our truly best
counselors. Hopefully we will see Thibaut again in 2011. Finally, we had 3 new Senior Counselors, which is usually a hit or miss.
This year we hit the lottery as Kabir Moss, Jeff Bernstein and Drew Moura were all outstanding additions to the staff. Thanks to
Kabir, who did an admirable job coaching an undermanned 15-under squad and worked well with the Gottlieb crew. Thanks to Jeff
Bernstein, who I have known from my teaching in Foxborough and made me look good. Jeff is a terrific baseball coach, referee and
an underrated grill master, as I learned during Old Timers week. Finally, thanks to Drew Moura for running a terrific sailing program,
for being a great mentor to our youngest campers, and for being part of the HEROES that saved a man’s life in New Hampshire.
Hopefully all of our new Senior Counselors will be back.
Finally, we have a great young group of emerging leaders who will move up the ranks as well as some terrific CITs who wills
start their new careers at West End as a part of the leadership team.
I am very excited about trying to help improve camp for the 2011 season. We look forward to emphasizing some of our
better activities and creating new ones. Steve, Bill and I are already planning for 2011 and intend on making it even better than 2010.
--Ryan Wilensky

WEST END HOUSE CAMP CORPORATION
Members of the West End House Camp Corporation are people who have all had a long affiliation
with the West End House organization and who volunteer extraordinary time and efforts throughout the
year for the benefit of the West End House Camp. The Officers and Directors, as of January 1, 2011, are:
President: Michael Berger
Vice President: Jim Stoller
Vice President: Bill Swiecicki
Treasurer: David Bikofsky
Clerk: Martha Day
Immediate Past President: Marty Jacobs
Past President: Henry Barr
DIRECTORS
Geoffrey Dancey
Steve Dancey
Carolyn Eggert
William Faria
Robert Goober
Paul Gordon
Dr. Evan Hack
Martin Jacobs
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin

Brett Barenholtz
Adam Barr
Henry Barr
Sidney Boorstein
Brian Bloch
Ron Cochran
Paul Cohen
Steve Curley

Aaron Leppo
John Parker
Lee Rappaport
Robert Ryter
Keith Sherman
Jared Wilk
Stephen Wynn
Bert Wynn
John Zinman

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He served as President of
the WEH Alumni Association, the WEH Boys & Girls Club, and the WEH Camp, and was Co-Chairman
of the Camp Committee for many, many years. He was a most dedicated and tireless worker for the
organization, and we all felt a profound loss when he passed away in 1999. In memory of this outstanding
individual, an award is presented annually to a person whose efforts, commitment, and service to the
West End House Camp are in keeping with the tradition and character so exemplified by Michael W.
Cataldo, Sr.
Recipients have been:
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Billy Swiecicki
Henry L. Barr
Bert Wynn
Marty Jacobs
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
Hy Escott
Steve Curley
Bryna Leeder
Jim Stoller
Laurie Kaplan
Sid Boorstein
Brett Barenholtz

WEHC ELITE EIGHT 2010
We are pleased to recognize the following campers who made the wise decision to spend the full
8 weeks at WEHC this past summer. By virtue of their commitment, skills, and continuity, they
were the primary leaders in their age groups and in the camp in general. They did an outstanding
job of guiding camp to one of its best years ever. They received special privileges, recognition,
and responsibilities throughout the season. We hope you become a member of the Elite 8 during
the summer of 2011.

Alex Hebert
Jon Weintraub
Joey Cohen
Zach Chason
Sam Eggert
Ian Finn
Adam Josephson
Mitchell Lesser
Sam London
Aaron Rappaport
Jacob Stetson
Luke Stillman
Jordan Leppo
Gabe Leppo
Jack Lesser
Matt Moriarty
Yasin Mohamud
Vajra Spring
Nik Aepfelbacher
Farid Mawanda
Austin Dodes
Kevin Wu
Raymond Wu
Ben Grosser

2010 MID-SEASON AWARDS
At the end of the first 2 weeks and at the end of
the first 4 weeks campers are honored for their
achievements. The following campers were
chosen from many excellent nominees by
members of the Senior Staff:
Junior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Sam Katz
Senior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Ben Rexer
Junior Rookie (2nd 2 weeks): Sam Shapiro
Senior Rookie (2nd 2 weeks): Scott Breckwoldt
Outstanding Junior: Noah Kopf
Outstanding Senior: Bryan Sellers

2010 CAMPER AWARDS
Each summer, on the night before campers go home, awards in various categories are announced in front
of the entire camp. The recipients are young men who in the opinion of the Senior Staff have exhibited
qualities that the counselors feel should be recognized. The actual trophies are presented the following
January at the annual Camp Reunion and New Camper Breakfast at Boston College.
The honorees for 2010 were:
JUNIOR DIVISION AWARDS-WEST END HOUSE CAMP 2010
Staff Award
Ben Weiss
Jacob Sigel
Gabe Leppo
Directors' Award
Jake Yezerski
Rookie of the Year
Andrew Seifer

Outstanding Sportsman
Matt Moriarty
Unsung Hero
Walden Ng
Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Austin Dodes
MVP
Alex Romantz
Jacob M. Burnes Camper of the Year
Jack Lesser

SENIOR DIVISION AWARDS-2010
Outstanding Seniors
Jack Meaney
Ben Grosser
Vahram Sardaryan
Jay Mastrangelo

Outstanding Sportsman
Jeremy Zucker

Staff Award
Ian Finn
Eric Weiss
Ben Robinson
Peter Erickson

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Jake Ryter
MVP
Tony Adams

Directors' Award
Adam Josephson

Louis I. Kane Leadership Award
Louis Shaevel

Rookie of the Year
Craig Beberman

James J. Storrow Camper of the Year
Alex Hebert

Unsung Hero
Matthew Connelly

WATERMELON LEAGUE
This year’s Watermelon League season was extremely exciting, competitive, and fun. WEHC’s unique
brand of softball, with all campers and staff playing 2 inning games, always leads to many memorable
moments for all, from the youngest campers to the oldest staff members. The standings after the 7 game
regular season were as follows:

Cohen/Lach/Moura

5-2

Rochette/Moss

4-3

Rock/Singer

4-3

Bernard/Sharma

4-3

Wilensky/Bernstein

4-3

DeMarco/Shivers

3-4

Voshchin/Avergon

2-5

Lepler/Sands

2-5

The championship game pitted the Cohen/Lach/Moura team against the Rochette/Moss squad. The former
had to be considered the underdog since Jason Cohen and David Lach were unavailable. Despite the
valiant effort of Drew Moura and the remaining C/L/M’s, Thibaut Rochette and Kabir Moss’ team
triumphed 10-4. Thibaut was victorious back to back in 2009 and 2010! All members of the winning
team celebrated together on the final evening of camp, sharing a delicious watermelon!
Will there be a three-peat champion next year? Or will there be a new team crowned? Join us to be part of
the answer!

Intercamp Sports Report 2010
By: Ryan Wilensky
This year our Intercamp teams had many successes and got to play a variety of sports vs. many
camps. We finished with a more than respectable 15‐12‐1 record. Early in the summer we played the 10‐
under day at Robin Hood. This was a great chance to get our future star athletes involved in the
intercamp action. After beating Robin Hood in most of the games, we started to play most of our big
tournaments. The 13‐under Basketball team did very well making it to the semi‐finals. They were led by
Zach Chason, Jeff Santos, and Adam Josephson. The 15‐under Basketball team could never find the right
mix of players despite excellent coaching from Kabir Moss and Marcus Tingling. The team lost the House
Game, after getting down big early and making a valiant comeback towards the end. Eric Lesser led the
team along with Joey Cohen, Alex Hebert, Barrett Wilson, Corey White and David Cohen. Later in the
summer, they added Louis Shaevel, David Driscoll, Mark Karmiy and Vince Leppo and were much more
competitive, losing a close game in the Hood Game. Then, by the end of the summer we lost a terrific
game vs. a great Winona team by 7 points and were led by Tony Adams and Momo. Eric Lesser played
an inspiring game scoring over 30 points. The 15‐under Baseball team was not able to reclaim its crown,
losing consecutive games to Tecumseh. One of our best teams of the summer was the 13‐under
Lacrosse team, which was led by coaches Doug Spink and Drew Moura. Jack Lesser and others played
well for this up and coming team, which should be a juggernaut in the future. At the 13‐under Flag
Football tournament, West End again showed well, making it to the finals where it lost a good game to
Winaukee. The team was coached by David Voshchin and Justin Avergon and was led by Coby Tippett
and Adam Josephson. Towards the end of the summer, we had more Intercamp games than usual. We
won 4 of our last 5, including a blowout win by Jeff Bernstein’s 12‐under Baseball team over O‐at‐ka, a
4‐0 win over Winona, and a bizarre 48‐3 blowout in 11‐under Basketball in which Winona scored its only
hoop on a 3‐pointer late in the 4th quarter. That amazing team was coached by Jared Klapman and
Barrett Wilson and led by Coby Tippett, Jack Lesser, Eamonn McQuaid, Zach Miller, Ari Natansohn,
Patrick O’Toole, Yanni Stasinos and Jordan Goldberg. In my favorite game of the summer, this team
challenged a 12‐under All‐Star team from 3A and 3B because they wanted better competition. It was an
amazing game with Coby Tippett and Javaughn Edmonds going back and forth like Kobe and LeBron. In
the end, the 11‐under team prevailed and was no doubt our best team of the summer. Finally, the 15‐
under Soccer team won a thriller in PKs at Robin Hood and was coached by Andrew DeMarco. It was
tied at 2‐2, after goals by Austin Plachy and Vahram Sardaryan. This team had great performances by
Jacob Sands, Craig Beberman, and Josue Seoane. However, the real star was Jacob Stetson, who stopped
all 4 PKs he faced in the Shootout to secure this memorable game. I’d like to thank all of the great
coaches we had all summer, who also include Thibaut, Dan Bernard, Neil Sharma, Roque Reyes and Zach
Leppo. West End should return to 15‐under Hoop prominence in 2011 with the returns of Momo, Tony
Adams, Joey Cohen, Louis Shaevel, Alex Griffiths and younger guys like Zach Chason, Adam Josephson,
Coby Tippett, Javaughn Edmonds, and Mitch Lesser coming through the ranks. Hopefully Kabir will be
back as well to lead these guys to our rightful spot on top of the intercamp basketball world.

SPELLING BEE
West End House Camp competed for the fourth year in a row in the Annual Spelling Bee,
sponsored by the Maine Youth Camping Association. This summer it was held on July 14th in Portland,
with six camps participating in each of the two age groups.
WEHC came home with four trophies: first place for the 13‐15 year olds (Alex Hebert, Keith
Denning, Jeremy Zucker, and Matt Connelly), second place for the 12 and under team (Liam Flood, Sam
Eggert, Jack Donaldson, Luke Stillman, and Jacob Denning), and first place for individual winners from
amongst all the participants in their respective age groups – Liam Flood (12 and under) and Alex Hebert
(13‐ 15 year olds).
Congratulations to everyone for a job well done – and well spelled!

2010 Intercamp Sports Results
Date

7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/8
7/15
7/15
7/15
7/22
7/23
7/26
7/26
7/26
7/26
7/30
8/3
8/6
8/7
8/10

Game

10 –under Softball
10 –under Basketball
10 –under Basketball
10 –under Newcomb
10 –under Newcomb
10 – under Soccer
13 – under Basketball RH Tournament
13 – under Basketball RH Tournament
13 – under Basketball RH Tournament
13 – under Basketball RH Tournament
15 – under Basketball RH Tournament
15 – under Basketball RH Tournament
15 – under Basketball RH Tournament
15 – under Basketball (House Game)
15 – under Baseball RH Tournament
15 – under Baseball RH Tournament
15 – under Baseball RH Tournament
15 – under Basketball (Hood Game)
13 – under Basketball Lacrosse
13 – under Flag Football RH Tournament
13 – under Flag Football RH Tournament
13 – under Flag Football RH Tournament
13 – under Flag Football RH Tournament
12 – under Baseball
13 – under Soccer
15 – under Soccer
11 – under Basketball
15‐under Basketball (House Game 2)

Final Record:

15 Wins

Win,
Lose,
Tie
W
W
L
W
W
W
W
W
L
L
L
T
L
L
W
L
L
L
W
W
L
W
L
W
W
W
W
L

12 Losses

WEHC

12
13
20
2
2
1
24
16
2
17
16
11
11
46
4
5
0
50
7
14
19
19
14
18
4
2
48
56

Opponent

4 @ RH
8 @ RH
29 @ RH
0 @ RH
0 @ RH
2 @ RH
1 RH One
2 Indian Acres
12 RH Two
31 Winaukee
21 Winaukee
11 Cody
15 Indian Acres
63 RH
3 RH
8 Tecumseh
4 Tecumseh
58 RH
3 Winona
0 RH
27 Indian Acres
18 Indian Acres
26 Winaukee
0 @ O‐AT‐KA
0 @ Winona
2 (2‐0 PK)@ RH
3 vs. Winona
63 vs. Winona

1Tie

A Message From Your Junior/Intermediate League Commissioner
--Neil Sharma
I was extremely excited when I was told that I was going to be the Junior and Intermediate League
Commissioner, and having this job was truly one of the highlights of my summer. It was a great eight
weeks of leagues, as we saw countless down to the wire games, great individual performances,
outstanding sportsmanship, and kids stepping up through adversity when their teams needed it the most.
Junior leagues in the first two weeks may have been the most competitive first session league I have
ever seen through my seven years of camp. The theme for the team names was Toy Story, with the four
teams being called the “Buzz Lightyears,” “Woodys,” “Team Rex,” and “Mr. Potato Heads.” We saw
some fresh faces emerge in leagues, including Peter and John Sullivan, Brandon and Brady Buckman,
Max Brody, Carlos Vives, Austin Dodes, as well as others. The combination of these kids with returning
campers like Joey Lydon, Juan Carlos Gonzales, and Austin Ricker, made every game exciting.
Intermediate leagues did not disappoint either. The teams were called the “Alejandros,” “Just Dances,”
“Poker Faces,” and “Bad Romances,” all songs of pop singer Lady Gaga. Athletes like Jeff Santos, David
and Derek Perkins, Chris Todd, Sam Shapiro, Ben Rexer, Jack Lesser, and Farid Mawanda led their
respective teams, as games were hard fought every day. Unfortunately, we were not able to have league
championships due to a rare bout with inclement weather.
Weeks three and four featured similar intensity and competitiveness as the first two weeks. The
theme for the Junior League was “Things Sandi the Nurse Gets Mad About,” and the names were the
“Flip Flops,” “Not Washing Hands,” “Late for Medications,” and “Stay Away from My Trailers.” Some
of the stand out athletes included Max Watson, Ethan Coomber, Tim Breckwoldt, Alex Kraus, and many
of the same athletes from the first two weeks. “Not Washing Your Hands” ended up winning the
championship, as they went through the session only losing one game. For the Intermediate league, the
theme was “Possible Names for Rachel and Ryan’s Baby.” The teams were the “Ryanaurellas,” “Monica
Wilenskys,” “Ethels,” and “Jane Elizabeths” (although I doubt Ryan or Rachel would choose any of these
names). Every team had good athletes, as there were few weak players in this league. The stand outs
included Andrew Kern, Sam Criss, Andrew Mastrangelo, Scott Breckwoldt, Max Robert, and Henry
Donnellan. The “Ryanaurellas” ended up victorious, beating the “Monica Wilenskys” in the last inning of
the championship softball game.
The Junior League teams for the last four weeks were named after popular chants in the mess hall:
the “Shivers Cleans the Bunks,” “Ring the Bells,” “2:45’s,” and “Worst Gottlieb Ever.” Due to the
increase in Seniors for the last session, some of the younger kids who were Intermediates before were
moved to the Junior League, which led to more competitive play. Standouts in the last session included
Alex Romantz, Jack Lesser, Javaughn Edmonds, Gabe Sands, Ari Natansohn, and Patrick O’Toole. The
2:45’s won the championship, despite losing some of their top players. It was very even throughout, as
there was never a clear cut first place team. The Intermediate League theme was “Things First Year
C.I.T’s Do,” and the team names were the “Kitchens,” “Complains,” “Reliefs,” and “Forget They’re Not
Campers.” We saw many returning campers emerge, including Matt Shaffer, Danny Brack, Cam DeLuca,
Kevin Byrne, and Jake Coughlin. These veterans, combined with new good athletes such as Coby Tippett,
Craig Beberman, and Yanni Stasinos, really made way for a great 4 weeks of leagues. First place went
back and forth throughout the summer, as no team ever had a safe lead. The winners turned out to be the
“Complains,” blowing out the “Reliefs” in the championship soccer game.

One of the biggest reasons for the success of Junior and Intermediate Leagues was due to the great
coaching. The Gottlieb and 1A campers (the oldest campers) coached the Intermediate Leagues. I never
had to worry about them, as they were always enthusiastic and focused. The coaches during the summer
were David Cohen, Corey White, Ben Grosser, Alex Hebert, Matt Connelly, Jay Mastrangelo, Joey
Cohen, and Austin Plachy. The Junior Leagues were coached by First Year C.I.T’s, and although it is an
interesting task to work with a team of eight, nine, and ten year olds every day, they all handled it very
well. The coaches at various times during the summer were Eric Lesser, Ben Ryter, Marcus Tingling,
Brendan Wolfe, Roque Reyes, and Barrett Wilson. I would especially like to thank Eric, Roque, and
Marcus, all of whom coached throughout the whole eight weeks. I would like to thank all the land staff
for consistently running great games all during the summer, as well as Ryan Wilensky, for making sure
we always had the necessary equipment. I’m going to miss making the schedule every day, and I’m also
going to miss kids always constantly asking me in the mess hall what sport their playing... well maybe not
the second part.

Senior League Report –Andrew DeMarco
Senior Leagues 2010 season proved to be a great success. In the first 2 weeks it was the Peanut
Butter Brand League (even though peanut butter is not allowed at camp due to allergic reactions). It
was the Jifs, Peter Pans, Skippys and Reeses. The Jifs, led by Colman Lydon, won the league. Great
performances during this session were turned in by Isaac Merson, David Cohen, and Ignacio De La Torre.
During the 2nd two weeks, the League was named after Rap Groups. It was the Wu‐Tang Clan,
Immortal Technique, Jurassic Five, and G‐Unit. Immortal Technique won the league, led by Alex Hebert
and Austin Plachy. Other great performances were turned in by Adam Josephson, Louis Shaevel, Bryan
Sellers and David Driscoll.
In the last 4 weeks, the League was “Things We Should Have in Camp.” There were the Socials,
Ping Pong Tables, Gottlieb Water Fountains, and 16 oz. Cups. The Socials were dominant the entire time
with Tony Adams and Josue Seoane. They defeated the Ping Pong Tables, led by Louis Shaevel. Other
solid contributors were Vahram Sardaryan, Momo, Mitch Lesser, Eric Weiss, and Jake Ryter.

JUNIOR DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Juan Carlos Gonzales
Joey Lydon
Max Watson
Ethan Coomber
Alex Romantz
Javaughn Edmonds
Andrew Seifer
Dylan Nottingham

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Raymond Wu
Walter Thom
Brandon Buckman
Alex Su
Kyle Silva
Matt Noah
Gabe Leppo
Nick Silva

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
WEEK

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

1.

Ben Rexer

Jorge Vives

2.

Jeff Santos

Noah Kopf

3.

Sam Criss

Jack Lesser

4.

Scott Breckwoldt

Daniel Jacobs

5.

Coby Tippett

Dylan Ansel-Kelly

6.

Danny Brack

Vajra Spring

7.

Kevin Byrne

Matt Leppo

8.

Yanni Stasinos

Andrew Mastrangelo

SENIOR DIVISION
WEEK

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

1.

Alex Hebert

Ignacio De La Torre

2.

Zach Chason

Isaac Merson

3.

David Driscoll

Juan Henao

4.

Peter Erickson

Mark Karmiy

5.

Momo

Panharith Kong

6.

Tony Adams

Eric Weiss

7.

Louis Shaevel

Matt Connelly

8.

Jeremy Zucker

Varham Sardaryan

WEHC FIVE AND TEN YEAR CLUBS
As we began our second century in the summer of 2009, we were proud to unveil two new plaques that
are prominently displayed in the dining hall. The goal is to recognize and honor campers and staff who
have been at WEHC for five years and for ten years. We hold an induction ceremony on Visiting Day.
These committed individuals have been, and will continue to be, a huge part of our success. They will
proudly show their families now and in the future that they are members of a special and exclusive club.
The 2010 inductees are in bold. Congratulations and thanks to all the West Enders who are listed below.
The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Chris Moriarty
Andrew DeMarco
Todd Zucker
Ben Yudysky
Ben Olins
Danny Bernard
Jake Leppo
Ben Liebman
Neal Zucker
David Voshchin
Matthew Shivers
Josh Singer
Jared Klapman
Joe McKinnon
Brion Rock
Doug Spink

Justin Avergon
Mike Kirsten
Mark Sands
Ian Solomon
Jeremy Zucker
Kevin Reyes
Zach Leppo
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Roque Reyes
Jarrid McElligott
Jacob Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Marcus Tingling

Matt Yudysky
Jacob Sands
Mohamed Mohamud
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
Dominic Sands
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason
Aaron Rappaport
Mitchell Lesser
Michael Katzen
Sam London
Jose Noyola
Mike Kirsten
Sam McGann

NEW MEMBERS
John Almeida
Denicio Campozano
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jason Feldman
Ian Finn
Ben Grosser
Adam Josephson
Panharith Kong
David Lach
Anthony LeBlanc
Vince Leppo
Jack Meaney
Ben Ryter
Neil Sharma
Corey White

The Kublin Family Ten Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Ryan Wilensky
Brandon Avergon
Mike Jacobs
Rashad Cudjoe
Jason Cohen
Jordan Shapiro
Jesse Charney-Golden
Andrew DeMarco
Jared Klapman
Todd Zucker

West End Weekly
Visiting Day 2010 Edition
Welcome
By: Kabir Moss
Greetings friends and families! West End House Camp welcomes you to the home of your boys for the past
one, three, or five weeks. We all thank you. This is the 102nd season here at Long Pond and we are proud to show
you how far our camp has come. Your son is part of our rich history.
For most of you, this is not your first trip to The Road Between the Ponds. For those of you who are new,
me included, what we would like you to do first and foremost today is to enjoy your time here. Enjoy the wilderness,
enjoy our facilities, enjoy the food, enjoy the water at Kennards, and enjoy being with your family.
At noon there will be a ceremony for all to attend honoring the newest members of the Five and Ten Year
Clubs. This will take place in the dining hall. After the ceremony, at your leisure there will be lunch—hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, and hotdogs—grilled by our well-trained staff. From then on, you are free to do whatever you would
like—whether taking your son(s) into town to grab some ice cream or spending quality time around in camp.
Whatever you do, we hope that you enjoy your visit at West End House Camp and that you have many more visits
in the future!
13-Under Flag Football
By: Jack Lesser
Last week on July 26th, three coaches, Justin Avergon, Dave Voshchin, Ian Solomon, and 15 other boys set
off to camp Robin Hood for a flag football tournament. Right as we pulled up to the field we saw our 3 competitors:
Robin Hood, Indian Acres, and Winaukee. Our first opponent was Robin Hood, our biggest rival. From the opening
kick-off we were ready and we grabbed the returner’s flag well before the 1st down line. Then on second down, Zach
Chason came from behind the receiver to intercept the Hood’s quarterback. At the end of a well-fought game, it was
West End 14, Robin Hood 0. In this game West End had 5 interceptions, 2 from Coby Tippett, 2 from Zach Chason,
and 1 from Panharith Kong.
Our next game was against a very tough Indian Acres team. They had very athletic receivers, a quarterback
who could throw, and clearly had a lot of practice time. They stopped most of our deep throwing plays so it was
difficult to get in the end zone. We ended up losing the game 26-14—we had no interceptions, one of the main
reasons we won the first game.
After a long break with time to make new strategies, we had a rematch against Indian Acres in the semifinals. We scored 2 quick touchdowns thrown by Zach Chason to Nate Wright and Coby Tippett, but Indian Acres
battled back until it was a 1-point game. With about 90 seconds left and the ball on our 1-yard line, Indian Acres
tried to power right through the middle, but out defense held strong. Our defensive line of Austin Plachy and Juan
Henao prevented Indian Acres’ line from getting any push, allowing Adam Josephson and Zach Chason to run right
by the sides and pull their flag. After we ran out the clock we won the game 19-18. Adam Josephson and Craig
Beberman helped the team with some great defensive plays. Now we were ready to face Winaukee in the finals.
Winaukee was led by a young prodigy at quarterback, but West End still didn’t fear a thing. With great
offensive plays by Nate Wright and Coby Tippett, and key defensive stops, West End was 5 points from the lead at
half time. Winaukee capitalized with timely offensive plays that proved to be too much for West End to overcome.
Despite coming up short, West End displayed enormous class. We have talent for future years to come. The team
returned with the first ever flag football trophy in West End history.

Senior Leagues Standings through V-day
Place

Team

Record

1

Ping Pong Tables

3-0

2

Socials

2-1

3

16 oz. Cups

1-2

4

Gottlieb Water Fountains

0-3

Intermediate Leagues Standings through V-day
Place

Team

Record

1

Forget They’re Not
Campers

3-1

2

Complaints

2-2

3

Relief

2-2

4

Kitchens

1-3

Junior Leagues Standings through V-day
Place

Team

Record

1

Shivers Cleans the Bunk

3-1

2

Ring the Bell

2-2

3

2:45

2-2

4

Worst Gottlieb Ever

1-3

Desert War 2010
By: David Voshchin

It wasn’t the closest Desert War that West End has seen, but the energy, excitement, and passion
displayed by both teams made it a spectacle to watch. The day started with a special rendition of a night
activity called Liar’s Club, where 4 staff men would each elaborate on a different story that answered a
question related to camp. The last question being “When will Desert War start?” as the liars each gave a
different day as an answer, the last answer given by Ryan Wilensky, the Director of Operations, was
“NOW!” Justin Avergon and I stormed out of the kitchen, whistles blowing signaling the start of Desert
War. The camp was then divided into two excellent teams: the Day (sky blue) team led by Coaches David
Lach, Todd Zucker, and Roque Reyes and the Night (black) team was led by Brion Rock, Michael
Kirsten, and Eric Lesser.
The first event of Desert War, Color Rush, started off slowly but was filled with intensity after
the Night team won the first game. Day responded by sending wave after wave of campers in an effort to
steal the next game before time ran out. Even with Day’s valiant effort, the stalwart Night team proved
victorious and won the first event of Desert War. After tabulating 2 points for each ball and 15 for the
first ball captured of each game the Night team led by an astounding 96 points.
In the afternoon the Seniors were separated from the Intermediates and the Juniors in order to
compete in our modern era “Ironman.” The Ironman consists of swimming, cycling, and running portions.
After a week’s worth of training during waterfront activities, the seniors were ready to test their strength,
endurance, and heart. It became the goal of every senior to beat his own time and the times of his
competitors, ultimately hoping that their name would be placed upon West End’s own Ironman board
where the 10 all-time best times are kept. This year’s Desert War athletes proved that no one’s time was
safe on the Ironman board. By the end of the afternoon we had a completely new board with 12 campers
beating last year’s top time. Night won Ironman, adding 40 points to their lead. Night also landed 6 of the
10 spots on the Ironman board to further extend their lead.
While the Seniors were competing in the Ironman, the Intermediates and Juniors were battling it
out in Desert War Westendo, WEHC’s high-energy adaptation of the classic board game, Stratego, played
on the soccer field. The competitors were able to fit an incredible 15 games into this 75 minute time
period, with Night narrowly winning the 15 game series with 8 wins to Day’s 7. By dinner, the Night
team had a comfortable lead of 145 points.
The highly anticipated evening activity was Capture the Flag, and both teams were ready for war.
With the Night team pulling away, a sense of urgency crept over the Day team. In an incredible effort by
both teams with some amazing runs on both sides, Night proved victorious over the undying spirit of the
Day team.
The announcement of the Night team’s victory was followed by the Desert War tradition, which
was instituted last year. The entire team raced down toward the starting point of the new Ironman, by the
tennis courts, to Desert War Rock. This rock was painted half sky blue and half black. Night had the
honor of painting the entire rock black, and it will remain so until next Desert War.

2010 Iron Man
1. BEN MACDONALD18:37:72 Night ‘10
2. LOUIS SHAEVEL 18:57:94 Day ‘10
3. JOSUE SEOANE 18:59:25 Day ‘10
4. DOMINIC SANDS 19:13:21 Day ’10
5. MIKE MESSINA 19:27:53 Night ‘10
6. MIKE KATZEN 19:40:41 Night ‘10
7. ALEX HEBERT 19:40:44 Day ‘10
8. DAVID DRISCOLL 19:57:47 Night ‘10
9. LUKE SHAPIRO 19:58:85 Night ‘10
10. JUAN HENAO 20:09:05 Night ‘10

DESERT WAR 2010
Winning Team: NIGHT
Jacob Sands
David Driscoll
Mike Messina
Luke Shapiro
Peter Erickson
Juan Henao
Shin
Mike Katzen
Ben McDonald
Jake Stetson
Matt Connelly
Ian Finn
Eric McNeilly
Joey Cohen
Mark Karmiy
Keith Denning
Aaron Rappaport
Jon Weintraub
Jonah Rappaport
Isaac Hiller
Ben Robinson
Tal Golan

Gabe Sands
Coby Tippett
Noah Kopf
Matt Graber
Jack Donaldson
Danny Jacobs
Max Robert
Jimmy Melican
John Searles
Derek Supino
Eli Lerner
Jahsiah Toby
Max Conway
Kevin Wu
Noah Hartman
Vajra Spring
Matt Lieberman
Mark Slavsky
Cameron Kennedy
Frank Dawson
Parker Klingsberg

Brady Buckman
Austin Dodes
Ethan Coomber
John Devlin
Raymond Wu
Sam Fortier
Alex Su
Paul Bellino
Max Watson
Walter Thom
Nik Aefelbacher
Jake Sudkin
Travers Devlin
Sam Linder
Nico Yamin
Tyler Morris
Evan Vale
Ben Kaplan
Yasin Muhamad
Brendan Flood
Connor Sirk
Jacob Denning

World Cup 2010
By: Sam London
The 2010 West End House Camp season has featured a variety of new and creative
activities. One of these was called World Cup. World Cup is a one day activity in which twelve
teams, named after countries, compete in six different sports: Relays, Volleyball, Handball, Crab
Soccer, Kickball, and Quidditch (West End’s version of the Harry Potter game). Each team
member received their country’s color t-shirts which they decorated with their division, name,
country, sayings, and even bleached tie dye on team England. All teams played well, doing their
best, juniors and seniors alike. All the coaches did not disappoint in leading their teams. For the
evening activity, Ireland and Mexico faced China and France in a one inning game of Omelet
Softball. After much effort from both teams, including a bomb home run by Shin Tsujimura from
team Ireland, Mexico and Ireland prevailed, winning four to zero. Ireland and Mexico proceeded
into the final game which was a regular soccer match. Ian Finn from team Mexico scored the one
and only goal. Ever since, the Mexican flag has been hanging in the Mess Hall, to commemorate
their victory. I speak for all participating campers and staff when I say that World Cup was a
great success. This activity will hopefully become a tradition in the first two-week session for
years to come!
World Cup 2010
By: Ryan Wilensky
I must tell you how World Cup became the newest great activity at WEHC. Having
worked with Jason Cohen to run the 2009 Color War, I knew I needed his opinion on how we
would make this work. Jason is a master organizer and thinks of EVERY scenario, so I knew I
needed him to help. Also, I knew Dan Bernard had to be involved because Dan is an
unbelievable coach and knows how to run sporting events. So, before the start of camp we met at
Anna’s Tacqueria in Brookline for 3 hours and developed a basic outline of what we wanted
World Cup to look like. The goals were to have a 1 day activity in the first 2 weeks and for it to
be completely different than Color War or Desert War. World Cup ended up being 12 countries
competing in a variety of sports that are almost exclusively done in World Cup. David Lach and
Matt Shivers helped World Cup, when they came up with the idea of adding West End Quidditch
(game from Harry Potter). So, the 6 events were Quidditch, Watermelon Kickball, Crab Soccer,
Relays, Newcombe/Volleyball and Handball. Each team had campers from a variety of ages
with the younger campers getting special privileges, such as playing Newcomb when the Seniors
had to play Volleyball during the same game. The morning and afternoon went amazingly well.
Following the daylong event when Jason, Dan and I “debriefed,” we realized the Night activities
could be improved. So, we have new ideas that will make World Cup 2011 much better. One of
the most rewarding part of the summer was when I heard campers who missed World Cup say “I
have to come the first 2 weeks next year so I don’t miss World Cup again.”

WORLD CUP 2010 – Final Results
Europe
Standings

Country

World
Standings

Country

1

France

1

China

2

Ireland

2

Mexico (World Cup Champ)

3

Greece

3

Brazil

4

Spain

4

South Africa

5

Italy

5

U.S.A

6

England

6

Russia

Night Activities 2010
During Staff Week (before the campers arrive at camp), the counselors had a contest to see who could
come up with the best new Night Activity. From that contest emerged “Inferno,” which was Brion
Rock’s idea, and West End’s version of “Quidditch,” which was the idea of David Lach and Matt Shivers
and was used for World Cup. I’d like to thank Travers Devlin for coming up with the game “Man Hunt,”
which was a good night activity we can use in the future. Thanks to all of the staff who participated in
this contest for coming up with ideas that will be used forever.
June 27: Watermelon
June 28: Counselor Hunt
June 29: Sr. and Int. Westendo/ Jr. Jujubee
June 30: Gladiators
July 1: Murder Mystery
July 2: Inferno
July 3: Prize or Consequence
July 4: Bonfire, Story with Bill, or Dodge Ball
July 5: Tsunami
July 6: Beach Resort
July 7: Jr. & Int. Westendo/ Sr. Open Waterfront
July 8: House Game
July 9: World Cup
July 10: Banquet/League Champs/Waterfront
July 11: Watermelon
July 12: Treasure Hunt
July 13: Wolf pack
July 14: Camp Elections
July 15: Jr. & Int. Westendo/ Sr. Waterfront
July 16: Name Game
July 17: Gold Rush
July 18: Watermelon
July 19: Liar’s Club (Start of Desert War)
July 20: Desert War – Capture the Flag
July 21: Story with Bill or Batman in the Mess Hall
July 22: Man Hunt/ Hood Game @ RH
July 23: Portland Sea Dogs Game
July 24: Banquet/League Champs/Waterfront
July 25: Watermelon
July 26: Challenge the Staff
July 27: Gladiators
July 28: Inferno
July 29: Beach Resort
July 30: Auction Part 1
July 31: Visiting Day/ Auction Part 2

August 1: Watermelon
August 2: Gottlieb Hunt
August 3: Super Monopoly
August 4: Sr. & Int. Westendo/ Jr. Jujubee
August 5: Murder Mystery
August 6: All‐Stars Part 1
August 7: All‐Stars Part 2
August 8: Watermelon
August 9: House Game 2 vs. Winona
August 10: Liar’s Club: Color War Edition
August 11: Jai Alai – COLOR WAR IS NOW
August 12: COLOR WAR – Tug of War
August 13: Sr. Apache/Jr. Spelling Bee
August 14: Jr. Apache/Sr. Spelling Bee
August 15: Song Night Practice
August 16: Song Night Practice
August 17: Song Night – END OF COLOR WAR
August 18: Cash Cab
August 19: Story with Bill or Mess Hall Fun
August 20: Funtown Trip to Saco
August 21: Awards Night
August 22: Campers Leave

West End All-Stars 2010
5 points for a first place finish, 3 points for a second place finish
1 point for a third place finish

5A
1.) Jordan Redley: 24
2.) Josh Bajon: 18
Stuart Lustig: 18

4A
1.) Matt Shaffer: 19
2.) Danny Brack: 14
Kevin Byrne: 14

5B
1.) Jake Sigel: 23
2.) Jordan Goldberg: 21
3.) Joey LeBlanc: 19

4B
1.) Jon Dunlap: 15
2.) Adam Josephson: 14
3.) Ian Finn: 13

2A
1.) Anthony Shea: 18
2.) Ari Natansohn: 17
3.) Pat O’Toole: 13
Nik Aepfelbacher: 13

1A
1.) Peter Erickson: 23
2.) Louis Shaevel: 21
3.) Evan April: 18

2B
1.) Javaughn Edmonds: 21
Jack Lesser: 21
2.) Alex Romantz: 16
3A
1.) Yanni Stasinos: 21
2.) Jordan Chabot: 19
3.) Luke Stillman: 16
3B
1.) Coby Tippett: 45
2.) Jake Coughlin: 19
3.) Johnny Slivinsky: 14

1B
1.) Eric Weiss: 23
2.) Jordan Cohen: 14
Tony Adams: 14
Gottlieb
1.) Josue Seoane: 20
2.) Jeremy Zucker: 16
3.) Jacob Sands: 13

5A Sayings and We Leaves
First 2 Weeks Sayings and We Leaves:
Aaron Richardson – “I’m Aaron, he’s Abrahm”
Abrahm Richardson – “I’m Abrahm, he’s Aaron”
Alberto Arredondo ‐ “How about them apples?” “I can’t help it!” “I swear that’s my flashlight.”
Sam Katz – “Sam Katz!” “I’m the best rafter ball player in the bunk.”
Aaron Richardson ‐ His brother Abrahm, his constant energy, running around at the meals
Abrahm Richardson ‐ His brother Aaron, his soccer skills, getting too much food at the meals
Alberto Arredondo ‐ His deceptive smile, crab soccer all star, the spot between his bed rack and
mattress, a man of few words
Sam Katz ‐ 2 week Rookie of the ear, his mushroom cut, Sharon pride, not being able to stay up past
10:15, the Steve Holt of West End
1st 4 Weeks Sayings and We Leaves
1.) Austin Ricker: “I’m nasty at hockey.” “Sharma, can I sit on your window?” “I scored a hat trick today
in soccer.” “Can I sit in the staff chair.” “Hey Rob, Mansfield is better than Foxborough.” “I’m done with
my job.”
2.) Brandon Buckman: “What’s a lax bro? Am I a lax bro?” “I’m so much better than my brother and my
cousin.” “What’s the night activity?”
3.) Max Brody: “Why do I have to do my job!?” “Why can’t I sleep through second bell?!” “I’m way
better than Austin at sports.” “Neil, I want to play more basketball?”
4.) Ethan Coomber: “Why?” “Huh?” “What?” “What do you mean I ask a lot of questions?” “Neil, what
are we playing in leagues today?” “Me and Will...”
5.) Will Kritzer: “Me and Ethan...” “When is Desert War starting?” “Can we go banana boating?”
6.) Jake Sudkin: “Whaaaaaaaaaattt!” “Natick is awesome!”
7.) Conor Sirk: “Can we go sailing?” “Look what I made today in arts and crafts!” “Is it OK if I write a
letter now and after dinner?” “What silly band is that?”
8.) Ben Kaplan: “Am I a waiter again?” “Why is Ting always my leagues coach?” “Can we read after
10:00?” “Door beds are the best!”
1.) Austin Ricker: his California beach blond hair; Hawaii under armor shirt; Mansfield pride, but a
Sharonite at heart; rivalry with Brody; getting the only ball for ‘Day’ in Color Rush; 5A veteran; sitting on
Sharma’s window; thinking he’s staff; youngest kid on the archery team; an awesome 4 weeks and
hopefully many more years at West End
2.) Brandon Buckman: his brother, Brady, and cousin, Austin, the 4th rafter in rafter ball, week three
Outstanding Sportsman, a wonderful 5Aer we hope to see come back for years to come

3.) Max Brody: his fierce signal skills; lacrosse talent; league dominance; his “clean” locker; Sharon; his
rivalry with Ricker; his beastly nightlight; a great four weeks and many more years at West End ahead
4.) Ethan Coomber: Week 4 Junior MVP; Newton; Will Kritzer and Ben Weiss; his general awesomeness;
Malibu rides at 7 in the morning; a great first year and many more to come
5.) Will Kritzer: His quiet demeanor; his watermelon skills; being the most underrated athlete in the 5’s;
among the top 5 Westendo players in camp; his cousin Conor, and friend Ethan; a great 2 weeks with
many more years of West End ahead of him
6.) Jake Sudkin: His guitar; Natick pride; his love of baseball; his black hat; going to every general swim;
his rivalry with Rob; an overall great first year at camp
7.) Conor Sirk: His many silly bands; Atlanta; his cousin, Will; his Red Sox hat; his small baseball glove;
writing multiple letters; a sailing prodigy; his great behavior, and a hopeful return for 2011
8.) Ben Kaplan: The store under his bed; getting packages every other day; his family legacy; Sharon; his
sunglasses; best waiter in the cabin; a great first year, many more to come
5A Last 4 Weeks: Sayings and We Leaves
1.) Nick Silva: “I call last shower.” “I’m the best dodgeball player in camp.” “How should I know what my
job is?” “What’s the night activity?” “What does my shirt say?” “I hope my parents come Visiting Day!”
2.) Kaleb Decker: “Whaaaaatttttttt!!!” “Nooooooooooo!” “Get off my bed!” “Let’s play a board game.”
3.) Jordan Redley: “Can I sit here?” “Play angry birds.” “Rob, you can have my White Disturbed shirt.”
4.) Tristan Goroshko: “Oh I forgot.” “Meat is basically a vegetable.” “My uncles, Zach and Luke...”
“Where do we sweep for middle aisle?”
5.) Blake Masse: “My grandma and grandpa made this dinner!” “Do you play chess?” “Hi Neil!” “I’m not
in the staff room, I’m just in front of the curtain.”
6.) Ben Weiss: “I was just reading!” “Do you know Ethan Coomber, he’s my best friend!”
7.) Joshua Bajon: “Are you serious!?” “My mom...”
8.) Matt Noah: “Can I come in the staff room?” “I like orange!”
9.) Stuart Lustig: “I’m going to 3A to visit Max”
1.) Nick Silva: Smallest, but, nevertheless, most energetic kid in camp; his brothers, Victor and Kyle; High
Senior Captain 2018; making a dramatic return for the last 4 weeks; the first of many years at West End
2.) Kaleb Decker: Cape Elizabeth, always smiling
3.) Jordan Redley: Low Junior dominance; veteran 5A‐er; having an opinion on everything; beating Ryan

4.) Tristan Goroshko: the Kezar jeans; his family legacy
5.) Blake Masse: Grandparents Lee and Linda the cooks; his energetic personality; love for the meals
6.) Ben Weiss: his love for reading; a future break dancing prodigy; Newton; his brother Eric; his
countless freckles; MVP of auction part one; a great first year with many more to come
7.) Joshua Bajon: Hoping and praying he comes back
8.) Matt Noah: Joey Jacobs look alike; always wearing orange; looking like an orange; his softball skills;
low Junior dominance; Week Six Outstanding Sportsman
9.) Stuart Lustig: His fun sense of humor and easy going style
5A Staff Sayings and We Leaves
Robert Hay: “Can we turn off the lights at 10:30? We need to finish this Monopoly game.” “I’m not a first
year!” “Don’t challenge me in basketball, or I’ll beat you!” “I’m getting Ryan!” “It’s Sunday, my day off.”
Jarrid McElligott: “I drain threes like it’s my job.” “Nah Dawg.” “Yeah baby, let’s go!” “Me and Zach...”
“Me and Roque...”
Drew Moura: “Me and Jason...” “Jason and I are frat bros at Colgate!” “I have a twin sister, don’t ask me
how she looks.” “I like happy things.” “The new Taylor Swift song isn’t great... (5 minutes later) ...Just
kidding, I love it!” “I’ve moved around a lot.” “Water staff is the best.”
Neil Sharma: “Drew can you serve, I need to make the schedule!” “If you ask me again, you’re playing
quiddich.” “Champs, baby!” “Beta is better than Theta Chi.” “Sharon is better than your town.” “Nah,
Kid Cudi.” “I never knew I moved my hands so much when I talk!”
Robert Hay: His competitive nature; his disappointing losses to Ting; his love of rafterball and NASCAR;
playing chess with Blake; mountain biking; cleaning the bunk, but forgetting about his own area;
Jarrid McElligott: Basketball skills; Zach, Ting, and Roque; a man of few, but humorous words;
enthusiasm contest with Ethan; running clean ups; 13 and under basketball assistant coach; running
Auction Part Two for 5A; his love of the rec hall; inventing “nah dawg;” a great first year on staff
Drew Moura: trying to sink the Malibu; Jason; Theta Chi; being from nowhere, but everywhere; his great
shirts. and coolest sunglasses and hat in camp; coach of Brazil in World Cup; love of pop music; love of
happy things; love of water staff; banana grams; kappa hats; messiest area in the staff room; a great
new addition to the West End staff, and a hopeful return for 2011
Neil Sharma: Sharon pride; George Washington University; Beta; Jr./Int. League Commissioner; protein
powder; Basketball coach for Blue Doomsday; 13 under Basketball coach; one of the creators of
Tsunami; Spain World Cup coach; technical foul during Color War; his blue Toyota Camry; staff Color
War creator; an awesome 7th year, and a hopeful return for 2011

5B Sayings



























Kyle Silva: “Why does it matter if my sheets are on sideways?” “Noooo, Eric!”
Jordan Goldberg: “Sometimes I have these days where all of my shots fall and I can’t
miss the basket.”
Oudam Seang: “Eric, take me fishing!”
Will Stern: “I want to stay longer!”
Jacob Sigel: “What sport is your league team playing?” “You only won since you have
Javaughn!”
Andrew Seifer: “I’m trying to sleep, be quiet!” “What time is it?”
Joey LeBlanc: “Why do I end up doing everyone’s job!” “ Rafterball isn’t practicing
during Color War!”
Yasin Mohamud: “Do I have to shower? I’m an Elite Eight!”
Juan Carlos Gonzales: “I couldn’t wait to come back for Color War!”
Ben Keller: “I’ll take out the trash.” “Here, use my flashlight!”
Alan Qiu‐ “I’m hungry.” “What did he say?” “Yamsey…” “I have a question”
Jose Delgado‐ “WHY?” “I didn’t do that!” “This place is beautiful”
Ethan Seidman‐ “I left my shoes in the bunk”
Kadar Roach‐ “This is the best meal ever!”
Austin Richardson‐ “I can’t sleep”
Joey Lydon‐ “I’m going to see my brother.” “I won my league game”
David White‐ “Can I go fishing?”
Carlos Vives‐ “Roque!” “Noooooo!”
Tyler Morris‐ “It’s not fair.” “Can you give me a soda?” “It’s a party in the USA!”
Sam Linder‐ “Jason, are you from Newton?” “Jason, when will you be OD?”
Brendan Kiely‐ “You need a shower!”
Brendan Flood‐ “I don’t think so”
Andrew Swingle‐“I had a great day!”
1st year CIT Eric Lesser: “No one wake up before second bell!” “Clean the bunk!”
2nd year CIT Dylan Doyle: “I use my blender more than my computer at home!”
Sr. Counselor Jason Cohen: “I’ll take the bunk tubing if you get a 95.” “Eric, I’m done
running cleanup”

5B We Leaves



























Kyle Silva: Loves Honey Buns, sleeping backwards, socks everywhere, great 6 weeks
Jordan Goldberg: Most mail WEHC has ever seen, great 4 weeks
Oudam Seang: Loves to snore, fishing, and a great 6 weeks
Will Stern: His wheels and his smile
Jacob Sigel: Low Junior captain, great camper, long future at West End
Andrew Seifer: Low Junior captain, naps, chillin’ in the staff room, Junior Rookie of the
Year
Joey LeBlanc: His brother, great 4 weeks, always cleans
Yasin Mohamud: Elite 8, cleanliness challenged, nickname “Yasmo” , always happy,
great kid
Juan Carlos Gonzales: Teaching Spanish, haircuts at camp, great 5 weeks.
Ben Keller: Dominating Low Junior swim, Dungeons/ Dragons books, magic cards
Alan Qiu‐ Questions, and more questions!
José Delgado‐ His glasses, his opinions
Ethan Seidman‐ Rafters, neater locker
Kadar Roach‐ Marcus Tingling, NYC
Austin Richardson‐ Much calmer than his brothers
Joey Lydon‐ Great two weeks, Wayland
David White‐Sharon, great two weeks, his fishing pole
Carlos Vives‐ Showers, Roque, Jorge
Tyler Morris‐ Pop songs, his toothbrush
Sam Linder‐ Questions, Newton, Excitement
Brendan Kiely‐ Running cleanup
Brendan Flood‐ Talking softly, great attitude
Andrew Swingle‐ Netherlands shirt, nice kid
1st year CIT Eric Lesser: Desert War coach, Junior League coach, hopefully a long time
future
2nd year CIT Dylan Doyle: Great first year, archery instructor, definite return
Senior Counselor Jason Cohen: Ran the closest Color War ever, Colgate frat, future
doctor

1B Sayings and We Leaves‐ first 4 weeks


















Tristen Arcand‐ “Who wants to play basketball?”
‐His Portland buddies, his new friends, and a great jump shot
Angel Arredondo‐ “I’m sorry. I made a mistake.”
‐Sometimes an angel, his cute brother
Charlie Compton‐ “What’s for waterfront?”
‐His easy going nature, his new and old buddies, a terrific rookie year
John Sullivan‐ “I’m John, not Peter” “Meet me at the rec hall”
‐His helpful sneakers, a name tag, and many more years at West End
Peter Sullivan‐ “I’m Peter, not John” “I’m feeling much better.”
‐Ditto as brother, next year for Color War we hope
Danny Truong‐ “I’m glad I found West End.”
‐Always smiling, helpful, and kind
Brady Buckman‐ “Next year I’m coming for longer” “I’m going to visit Brandon’
‐poster boy of WEHC rookies, great attitude
Alex Joseph‐ “My dad was a camper too” “West End is much better than my other
camp”
‐carrying on the family tradition, helping out the second 2 weekers
Mitchell Devlin‐ “Please can I stay longer?” “I’m on the archery team!”
‐another great Devlin, soft spoken and always happy
Tim Breckwold‐ “Noah, let’s visit 4A” “This place is fun!”
‐involved with everything, representing himself and Winchester well
Noah Criss‐ “When is Desert War?” “Tim, let’s play ball.”
‐hit the ground running, great rookie camper
Liam Flood‐ “R‐h‐y‐t‐h‐m, s‐e‐g‐u‐e, s‐y‐n‐c‐h‐r‐o‐n‐i‐c‐i‐t‐y”
‐Champion of spelling bee, even nicer than he is smart
Nico Yamin‐ “I know I’m active” “Who wants to….?”
‐His hairstyle, running around, classmate of Alex Su
Sam Fortier‐ “New York is best” “I’ll be back next year”
‐Good‐natured member of the bunk, always willing to help
John Doherty‐ “I know the Lustigs from Sudbury” “I know I’m cool”
‐Great physique, fun camper
Joe Gonthier‐ “I’m a neighbor of Jack Meaney. Camp is fun like he said it would be”
‐Unsung hero of the cabin, hopefully a fixture for many years
Ben Ryter‐ “I’m going for a run and will be back soon.”
‐A great return to staff, Cross Country captain

2A Sayings




























SC Josh Singer‐ “I’m pumping iron”, “Her name was Shamonda” (Random song stuck
in his head)
SC Jeff Bernstein‐ “Sneak Hug” “Clean the bunk”
1st yr. CIT Vince Leppo‐ “Can you cover the bunk for 10 minutes?” “I don’t wanna
have to tell you again”
Nik Severino‐ “Megan Fox is so hot in Transformers”
Brendan Sanders‐ “Can I have a soda?”
Joey Beckett‐ “Do we have leagues in the morning?”
Alex Su‐ “OK” (smile)
Alex Kraus‐ “Can we watch a movie?”
Noah Kopf‐ “Can you shut the bug light off?”
Travers Devlin‐ “What can I do for a soda?” “Melissa”
John Devlin‐ “Can I have a soda?” “AAAAHHH”
Jacob Denning‐ “Quiet!”
Sam Shapiro‐ “I don’t care”
Malachi Toby‐ “Dude, Stop”
Matt Graber‐ “Are we playing softball?”
Chris Madden– “I can’t wait to come back next summer!”
Zach Miller‐ “Has anything happened in baseball lately?”
Ari Natansohn‐ “I don’t want to leave before the end, but I have to go to Israel”
Anthony Shea‐ “Stop it!”
David Wong‐ “GOOOOOD”
Eamonn McQuaid‐ “Singer, when did you wrestle and what weight class were you
in?”
Mike Goroshko‐ “I’m going to the rec hall” “My uncle, Zach…”
Paul Bellino‐ “I am tough!”
Patrick O’Toole‐ (Squeak and Growl) “Singer you’re not good”
Nik Aepfelbacher‐ “Stop being bad”
Austin Dodes— “My cousin, Brandon…”
Matt Moriarty‐ “I’m the best Moriarty” “John did it!”

2A We Leaves
 Josh Singer‐ Protein shakes
 Jeff Bernstein‐ Downloading 15,000 pictures of campers for parents to view on
Bunk1
 Vince Leppo‐ Pictures of Emily, Headphones
 Nik Severino‐ A great attitude, Megan Fox
 Brendan Sanders‐ hair
 Joey Beckett‐ A positive attitude, great kid, resemblance to Nik Aepfelbacher
 Alex Su‐ quiet, great smile, intense happiness
 Alex Kraus‐ tree mail, leaving letters under a rock
 Noah Kopf‐ reading, extreme knowledge of food ingredients
 Travers Devlin‐ Megan Fox, Melissa, self‐proclaimed best Devlin, Green Goo
 John Devlin‐ screaming for no reason, will sell his soul for a soda
 Jacob Denning‐ card tricks, sun tan lotion, Monopoly
 Sam Shapiro‐ very good athlete, loudness, good 1st year
 Malachi Toby‐ rolling hair in aloe vera, could be heard at night from Bill’s Cabin
 Matt Graber‐ messy hair, Chex Mix, great athlete, terrific first year
 Chris Madden‐ bead pulley system, Pokémon knowledge
 Zach Miller‐ 4th staff man in the cabin, knowledge of baseball
 Ari Natansohn‐ Wellesley, Zach, sports trivia, Celtics shirts
 Anthony Shea‐ more practice at sweeping, job chart
 David Wong‐ inability to swim straight
 Eamonn McQuaid‐ Doomsday shirt, wrestling
 Patrick O’Toole‐ determined resistance to waking up, more days off than staff
 Austin Dodes‐ tool box full of food, Michelle
 Nik Aepfelbacher‐ Great determination to avoid clean up, Oregon, elite 8
 Matt Moriarty‐ West Roxbury, Parkway LAX shorts
 Mike Goroshko‐ Brother Tristan, Patriots blanket
 Paul Bellino‐ Glasses, giant box of food

2B Sayings
Jack Lesser: "Hey Quintavius!" "Toddjamin...." "Calvin! Get off my bed!"
Gabe Leppo: "Oh, noooo!" "Oh, yeaaaah!"
Alex Romantz: "Come on, guys!" "What's that?" "Get in there!" "Get off my bed!"
Walden Ng: "Bananas are like a unicorn!" "Yea boy!" "Safety!" "Hey everybody!"
Raymond Wu: "I'm hungry...I'm full!...I'm hungry!"
Jake Yezerski: "I know, people don't forget..." "Now that's what I call high quality H2O!"
Gabe Sands: "Bananas!" "Get off my bed!" "I have munchies!"
Sam Wong: "Wanna play big two?"
Victor Silva: "HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! AAAHAHAHAHA!"
Dylan Nottingham: "I know I’m a good swimmer."
Javaughn Edmunds: "Let’s go!" "That’s a force!" “That’s corny!"
Max Watson: "Who wants food?"
Jimmy Melican: "Rafterball..." "What's my job today?"
Zach Zysk: "I don't want Mess Hall!"
Mike Walsh: "I'll break you!"
Walter Thom: "PK Fire!"
Rich Byrnes: "Can you take me fishing?"
Gavin Healy: "What's the night activity?"
"Rolando Flores: "Where's Diego?"
Diego Rivera: Silence
Joe Rowland: "Ooh! Can I play?" "Actually..."
SC Justin Avergon: "Sass!" "Can't be sass!" "Raymond GOOOOO!!!!" "Hey waterboy!"
2CIT Todd Zucker: "Yea boy!" "That's a joke." "Hey Abblegons..."
1CIT Calvin Chu: "Oh my god!" "Kitchen...again..." "Relief...again..."

2B We Leaves
Jack Lesser: Patriots Snuggie, Superman hat, 3‐dog, cosmic brownies
Gabe Leppo: Varsity chess team shirt, giant tennis ball, awesome Desert War performance
Alex Romantz: Celtics blanket, fishing, great soccer skills, good Color War
Walden Ng: Candy bag, Disturbed Color War shirt, Monica Wilensky in CW skit, Raymond
Raymond Wu: Elite 7.5, strange eating habits, Sponge Bob bathing suit
Jake Yezerski: the Melrose crew, great Color War
Gabe Sands: Visits from Sands family, unlimited food supply, private laundry service
Sam Wong: Brother David, baseball skills, quietness
VIctor Silva: Brothers Kyle and Nick, nonstop laughing, return for Color War
Dylan Nottingham: Great rookie camper, impressive soccer player, domination of Junior Swim Meet
Javaughn Emunds: Low Senior, domination of all basketball games, 15‐under Team
Max Watson: Basketball skills, great Desert War
Jimmy Melican: High energy, Intermediate in Leagues
Zach Zysk: Very talkative, hopeful return
Mike Walsh: Quietness, reading, great kid, hopeful return for next year
Walter Thom: Wiffle Ball, Cheez‐its
Rich Byrnes: Blisters, door bed, Great two weeks
Gavin Healy: Questions, Whole Foods bag
Rolando Flores: Diego
Diego Rivera: Rolando, cleanup All‐Star
Joe Rowland: Reading
SC Justin Avergon: 4C Iced tea, White Krewe football coach,
2CIT Todd Zucker: Guitar, keyboard, Sonic, Ethan
1CIT Calvin Chu: Pokémon, kitchen, relief, great rookie year

3A Sayings
Anthony Ross‐ "Why not??" "You're my homey"
Ben Rexer‐ "I love camp!" "What are we playing in leagues today?"
Alex Smith‐Lin‐ "Hey Danny" "Hey Barrett" "Hey Roque"
Ben Saloman‐ "What are you doing, Tony?!" "Guuyys listen!"
Devin Saunders‐ "I live five minutes from here" "Jorge, can you teach me tricks?" "My graffiti
name is Star"
Cole Brightbill‐ "Why am I not allowed to use my amp?" "Away from the guitar!"
Jorge Vives‐ "Guy in the blue shirt!" "¡Dios mio!" "¡Callete!" "Feliz Cumplianooos" "SPANISH
SUBTITLES!"
Max Robert‐ "Have you seen a pop tart?"
Max Conway‐ "I got a package, don't open it without me"
Derek Supino‐ "I don't wanna" "I'm waiting for everyone else to do their job"
Eli Newmark‐ "It's not my towel" "I'm not a Chiefs fan"
Noah Hartman ‐ "Where are all of my toys?" "My dad's a five‐star chef, he made these cookies!"
Andrew Mastrangelo‐ "It's my shirt, not Vajra's!" "WOOOOOW!" "Doomsday wishes they were
as good as Disturbed"
Jack Donaldson‐ "I'm trying to stay 8 weeks next year"
Jack Meaney‐ "Hi Danny....hehehe." "Is that one of my sayings? I say it so much!" "Danny, are
you going to follow us through Gottlieb?"
Luke Stillman‐ "Can I get a drink of water? It's right there" "Ohh Yanni"
Jordan Chabot‐ "I don't have any sayings" "The bunk is so messy!" "Make sure I take a shower or
else I'll forget and fall asleep"
Vajra Spring‐ "It wasn't me!" "I don't feel like it" "I'm going to Gottlieb""I didn't wear your
shoes!"
Max Lustig‐ "Hey Stu" "10 minutes 'til showtime!"
Matt Fischer‐ "Nooo, it's not my job!" "Woow, you would?""I don't wake up at second bell"
Anthony Folkes‐ "OK, Savage!“ "What, why??"
Yanni Stasinos‐ “Are you serious?!" "Off the bed"
Jordan Leppo‐ “I’ll be nice to Gabe, I promise"
Roque Reyes‐ “Are you serious?!" “Woooow woooow"
Barrett Wilson‐ “Are you serious?!!!" "Dios Mio!!" "Let's go" "Slivinsky. you can't be in here!"
Danny Bernard‐ "Clean the bunk!" "What are you guys doing?" "Let's eat!"

3A We Leaves
Anthony Ross‐ Tony, Axe shower gel, WWE pillowcase
Ben Rexer‐ Smile, Barcelona, best soccer player in camp in the 3s, great rookie
Alex Smith‐Lin‐ Best at doing clean‐up, great first year and hopefully many more
Ben Saloman‐ Sailing camp, Portland, great hat, solid rookie camper
Devin Saunders‐ Cornish, seeing Barrett and Danny at Kennards
Cole Brightbill‐ Strawberry popcorn, great guitar player
Jorge Vives‐ Three pairs of same shoes, Spain wins World Cup, finally gets Spanish subtitles
Max Robert‐ Great athlete, can never keep track of pop tarts, Lynnfield
Max Conway‐ A package a day keeps the doctor away, Lynnfield
Derek Supino‐ Soupy, Lynnfield, week off,
Eli Newmark‐ Mizzou hat, Mizzou pillow, Mizzou, same hometown as Rachel
Noah Hartman‐ Yoyos, magnetic toy, light‐up frisbee, Mizzou, same hometown as Rachel
Luke Stillman‐ Ferbie, tanktops, intermediate distance run, more days off than CITs
Jack Meaney‐ Billy, Matt, and Shawn, Blue Justice T‐shirt, framed T‐Swift photo from Funtown,
close to Lynnfield
Andrew Mastrangelo‐ Wearing his Color War shirts often
Yanni Stasinos‐ Being awesome at every sport, Mastrangelo, 'Yanni's Snack Stash'
Jack Donaldson‐ Ninja with plastic katanas with Lustig, Element Hat, Starburst shirt
Jordan Chabot‐ Sharon hat, trophy, cleanest door bed of the summer, early to bed early to rise
Max Lustig‐ Puppet shows, Ninja with plastic katanas with Donaldson, end of the Wormhole
Matt Fischer‐ Crouching on cabinet, top bunk, Zach Leppo look‐alike
Anthony Folkes‐ Glow in the dark basketball, Blue Savage, Blue Savage T‐shirt
Vajra Spring‐ Random shoes in middle aisle, plaid shorts, Bill's serial
Jordan Leppo‐ Another fun 8 weeks, the Leppo clan
Roque Reyes‐ Brut anti‐perspirant, trunk, CW soccer ref, basket duty, greatest trash‐basket‐
maker in camp, DW coach on Day, 13‐Under soccer
Barrett Wilson‐ Head 1st year, Crackers, Brut anti‐perspirant, CW football ref, Terps hat, 11‐
under hoops wins 48‐3, sideburns
Danny Bernard‐Head coach of White Krewe, UMass, Brut anti‐perspirant, aviators, Red Sox
banner, 15‐under baseball, 8‐0 in Color War

3B Sayings
































Matt Heim: Where is Chris?
Chris Todd: Where is Matt?
Conor Hill: Top heavy jewels, nickel ‘hem out! Whips nickel ‘hem out.
David Perkins: David Perkins (clap, clap, clap, clap, clap)…David Perkins…
Derek Perkins: I’m better than David!
Navdeep Maini: I’m okay.
Tur Woods: You’re wack!
Parker Klingsberg: Do you know my cousin?
Cameron Kennedy: I want to stay longer!!
Matty Lannon: Can you guys stop arguing?
Matt Lieberman: Liiiieeeebs!
Eli Lerner‐Kozinets: Birch Hill Camp . . . ..
Mark Slavsky: My name is not Miss Piggy.
Ethan Lin: Where is Jake?
Jake Connors: Where is Ethan?
Leo Kotomori: My glasses stayed intact this year!
Noah Aspel: I don’t have that much food.
Nicolas Madden: Forever young.
Kevin Wu: Whaaaaaat? ‐ Feet off my bed!
Jacob Bank: I don’t know…
Johnny Slivinski: I’m not taking a shower!
Brandon McCrory: How are you not going to finish your chicken? When is
Wrestlemania?
Jake Coughlin: I know I’m quiet.
Denicio Campozano: I’m in the Five Year Club! I’ll be back.
Coby Tippett: I’m going to 4B.
Jalan Price: Hot sauce! ‐ Ting, you’re fat!
Daniel Jacobs: I’m going to check the tree‐mail
Evan Kramich: Can I come back for Color War?
Marcus Tingling: Off my bed. ‐ Rooooobbbiiiie! ‐ Na dog…
Jared Klapman: Ask Ting! ‐
Thibaut Rochette: I want a whooooper!

3B We Leaves
 Matt Heim: The first one to the rec hall from the cabin.
 Chris Todd: Crazy but doesn’t know it.
 Conor Hill: Gimp collection and triumphant return for Color War.
 David Perkins: Added to Lee’s buffet.
 Derek Perkins: Matching outfits.
 Navdeep Maini: Watching the bunk from the bunk bed.
 Tur Woods: Back after missing a year.
 Parker Klingsberg: Opening a club in Saint John, Virgin Islands.
 Cameron Kennedy: Leaving treats on the counselors’ beds.
 Matty Lannon: Successfully over homesickness.
 Matt Lieberman: Michelin man.
 Eli Lerner‐Kozinets: Sleeping on the porch.
 Mark Slavsky: Standing up…
 Ethan Lin: The man!
 Jake Connors: Abbey road.
 Leo Kotomori: Messiest bed in camp.
 Noah Aspel: Best food supply in the bunk.
 Nicolas Madden: Forever young…
 Kevin Wu: Cheez it. ‐ Best camper.
 Jacob Bank: Baseball.
 Johnny Slivinski: Catch me if you can. ‐ Daddy!
 Brandon McCrory: A good return engagement.
 Jake Coughlin: Lives in 4A.
 Denicio Campozano: 5 year plaque and his return for Color War.
 Coby Tippett: Middle senior.
 Jalan Price: Pranks on Ting.
 Daniel Jacobs: In front of the line of outstanding Jacobs.
 Evan Kramich: His new hair style
 Marcus Tingling: Takes his shirt off when he comes into the cabin.
 Jared Klapman: Setup week. ‐ Visiting day.
 Thibaut Rochette: Fixing his hair when waking up.

4A Sayings and We Leaves
Alex Von Stange: “My name isn’t Alex von Stangenburgstein” “Uhh… I think”
Angus, black belt in karate, being a great recommendation from Ian Solomon
Aaron White: “David… get out”
Team China, David
Jeff Santos: (Something sarcastic or hilarious)
Tygre, Anthony, Intermediate League Dominance
Angus Chow: “is it OK if I meditate?” “I got mad pen skills”
Meditation, Von Stange
Tygre Collins: “No thanks, I’m a vegetarian”
Being named after Tony the Tiger. Hopefully a longer stay in the future.
Alex Johnson: “Hi, Brion!”
A veteran camper but still not knowing what happens at first bell
Logan Knight: “I work for my grandfathers alarm company”
Being camp’s first camper that also worked as a custodian
Frank “The Tank” Dawson: (silence)
Smile, Desert War anticipation
Anthony Abreu: “It’s ‘abroo’ not ‘abrau’”
Farid, Coming back for Color War
Jahsiah Toby: “No thanks, I’m a vegetarian”
Malachi,, Texas
Farid Mawanda: “WHAT?” “Come on…”
Being the only 8‐weeker in the cabin, his blanket
Craig Beberman: “So at Sharon High….”
Being one of the many from Sharon, athletic dominance, top of the bunk list in his rookie year
Matt Shaffer: “What did I do?” “I’m smart I swear”
His leg, Sharon
Matt Leppo: “Sup B‐Rock”
Being a Leppo, Easton
Luke Shapiro: “My parents did this…”
Desert War Iron Man record board, another great year at West End
Kevin Byrne: (Silence)
Low Senior football, Sharon, another terrific year at West End
Matty Weisman: “Can you play some Drake? I can’t dance to this” “Look at this trick”
Dancing, getting a care package all day, everyday

Max Bamford: “Fives on this trunk”
Getting a care package all day, everyday
Cam Deluca: “I played AAU”
1 on 1 game with Anthony
Danny Brack: “B‐Rock, can I sit on your bed?”
Newton, playing Ryan in the skit
Isaac Hiller: “I swear, I was on my way to the infirmary when Sandi announced me”
Return for Color War, Arlington
Scott Breckwold: “Get off my bed”
Desert War, awesome rookie year
Sam Criss: “Are you serious?”
Athletic Dominance, Winchester winner
Henry Donnellan: “So one time at this lax camp”, “This spoon is called…” “Bro!”
Biggest bro in camp, 13‐under lax, flow
Mark Karmiy: “I think I’m going to come back next year”
Basketball, Newton
Andrew Kern: “I’m gonna get my lax gear sent up”
Lax, Newton
John Searles: “I’m from Jersey”
James, Andrew, good NJ rep
James Swingle: “I like my necklace”
Necklace, Netherland, Lexington
Josh Mazur: “I love camp. I’m just not a big fan of Color War”
His calm demeanor and a good comeback year
1CIT Ben Eggert: “I don’t care if I’m a first year, you’re not pulling rank!” “I’m going to upload some pics”
Photography, Sam, an eighth year at West End
2CIT Doug Spink: “Staff Juice!”
Subway’s, Staff Juice, a late arrival, White Krewe Volleyball Coach
SC Brion Rock: “I’m totally kidding” “Fresh” “Nah dog”
4‐2 Waterpolo Coach of the Blue Doomsday, Song Night, his Three Stooges Flash Leppo, another great
year at West End and hopefully more

4B sayings
Eric McNeilly– “Broski care to lac” “Bro‐Bi‐One‐Kenobi” “luscious fruit”
Panharith Kong– “Go pack”
Coby Mayhew– “When I’m famous…..” “Am I gonna plaque?” “I’m the next Johnny Depp!”
Jon Dunlap–“I can paint the bunk list, oops my bad I messed it up!”
Jacob Stetson– “I’m not the camp rabbi” “No I don’t” “Come on……”
Zach Chason– “Hello, my name is Bruce” “Unceee!” “I had the craziest dream!”
Mitchell Lesser– “You guys are all wrong” “I know you’re a coach”
Ian Finn– “I have proof!” “I have the funniest taste in my mouth”
Juan Henao– “Dude, I thought we were chill” “When I was 9….,”
Nate Wright– “I’m artistic” “Hello, Bruce”
Sam Eggert– “I’ll show you a bagel” “I’m the coach of the blue bananas”
Mike Katzen– “I don’t go to Schechter” “I don’t think I’m staff” “When my dad was a camper…”
Sam London–“Pirate booty”
Aaron Rappaport– “Stop calling me professor!”
Adam Josephson– ‘I get straight A’s” “I can spell”
Michael Kirsten– “Power!” “Eeeyuh “I can’t understand you” “Clean!” “Never in my life”
David Voshchin – “I’m the best coach never to win!” “Mine!””Traction”
4B we leaves
Eric McNeilly – Lax bro, Cisco guy, 4 o’clock fruit, I’m a genius, being sick
Panharith Kong – Packing, moving to Texas where everything is bigger, 12 and under team,
broken glasses
Coby Mayhew – Acting, asking questions, not at clean‐up
Jon Dunlap – Michael Phelps, swimming, Speedo
Jacob Stetson – camp rabbi, 15 and under baseball, staying up late
Zach Chason – Crazy dreams, dreaming of white, imagination, sleeping through everything,
braces
Mitchell Lesser – Always being right, knowing everything
Ian Finn – Josue’s cousin, hairy, blanky
Juan Henao – man cave, 9 years old, football, bro, Igor
Nate Wright – Cuddle buddy, door bed
Sam Eggert – odd phrases, terrible sweeper, messy area, Dylan Doyle, 12 and under
Mike Katzen – Splat, staff, Iron man, running cleanup, sleep talking, mid senior football
Sam London – odd phrases, tackling sleeping people, Vladimir, Russia, two beds, top bunk
Aaron Rappaport – Coby Tippett, no phones, soccer, soup, fetal position, sleeping on Michael’s
pillow
Adam Josephson – Spelling bee, old man, Shaffer, friendly giant, desert war, intellectual
Michael Kirsten – Pink socks, phone calls, chat roulette, hard L, Dani, southern accent
David Voshchin ‐ Courtney, flat screen, big chest, visiting day, Rogaine, receding hairline
Brendan Wolfe – Our best memories of him, always one of the boys, always in our hearts

1A Sayings and We Leaves
SC Matt Shivers ‐ “Cleannnnnnnnn!” “Don’t touch my stuff.” “Get out of my aisle.” Ooh, what are you
doing now that you’re not supposed to?”
‐Imitations of people, his bed, the key to Wonderland, gimp
2CIT Ethan Ansel‐Kelly ‐ “Second bell already?” “Zach, kitchen? “ “Wiz Khalifa is a Kid Cudi wannabe.”
‐Mountain Dew Voltage, Todd Zucker, his DS, tie‐dye T‐shirt, his camera, his hat, his sunglasses
1CIT Zach Leppo ‐ “Nah, dawg.” “Wiz Khalifa is my dude.”
‐Both his fridges, Jarrid McElligot, toll fee, his bed, service, soccer mohawk
Joey Cohen ‐ “Attention, attention! The weather is bad, the weather is bad.”
‐Velveeta, Florida postcard, smooth wood, Elite Eight, China
Louis Shaevel ‐ “I’m allergic to ___.” “I don’t want to lose my leg, Shivers!” “Get off my bed!!” “Just
because I’m not coaching Junior Leagues doesn’t mean I won’t be a High Senior Captain.”
‐High Senior Captain, SpongeBob, healthy snacks, water bottle, Goldbond
Ben Robinson ‐ “I wanna be staff next year.” “Unbelievable opponents and unbelievable results.”
Attention, attention! This is the 5 minute warning for the halfway mark to the end of 2nd period!”
‐His hat, hedgehog, cleaning the bunk, his braces
Matt Connelly ‐ *Yelling Something*
‐ Song Night Captain, great relatives!
Peter Erickson ‐ *Weird Noises* “Hey Tony, you’re a hero.”
‐ Ghillies Suit, sand in his bed, Shivers
Evan April ‐ “I wanna go wakeboarding.” “Let’s go workout.”
‐ Swagger, Twins hat, detergent, Lacrosse stick
Grady Newberg ‐ “Do it, I dare you.” “Appa yip yip.” “Meh.”
‐ Top bunk bed with a double mattress, Ramen/Cup‐O‐Noodles, headband
Jason Feldman ‐ “You guys are hilarious...” “Are you serious?!” “I tooled on everyone...”
‐ Easy Mac, job chart, first shower, waiter, mess hall, more Easy Mac, canteen slips
Alex Griffiths ‐ “Let’s go workout.” “You’re crazy, man.”
‐Javaughn, Coby, Tony
Ian Delaney ‐ “Hey, check out my tooth.” “I’m not doing anything wrong, Shivers.”
‐ His bed during cleanup, his removable tooth, his hat
Steven Price ‐ “I didn’t do anything!” “I’m not mean to Jason!” “Get off my bed!”
‐His shampoo, his supply of food, his bed.
Ignacio De La Torre ‐ “VIVA ESPANA!”
‐sleep talking in Spanish, books, Carlos Vives, Jorge Vives, Nesquick, oatmeal cream pies
Ryan Battaglia ‐ “Mushookies!!”, “GO DAY GO!”
‐ Awesome Desert War, his board, proactive

Tom Calligas ‐ “Can I have that?” “I’ll trade you for it.”
‐ Ben McDonald, Tal Golan, Bryan Sellers, cards
Tal Golan ‐ “My ankle hurts!” “...HUAH!” *Dead silence*
‐His return to action, chunks on the rocks
Ben McDonald ‐ “I’ve got another joke!”
‐Jokes, golf balls, top of the Iron Man Plaque
Bryan Sellers ‐ “Tom is so mean!” *Dead silence*
‐Cheesecake, his birthday, the sleepy star, Tal, baseball
James Alves ‐ “T‐t‐t that was scary!!” “Tetherball, t‐thats my stuff.”
‐earplugs, braces
John Almeida‐ “I’ll take a shower when I want to!”
‐sweat, wife beaters, swim trunks
Edmilson Barbosa ‐ “I luh you!”
‐top bunk, service, Dominic
Kevin Chen ‐ “I’m not sick!”
‐ door bed, bug spray on the bug light
Seth Clark ‐ “I can walk to my house from laundry.”
‐vakaitus, laundry
Aaron Promer ‐ “I’m honest, Shivers” “I’m a good camper.” “Don’t take my food!”
‐his bed, the broom, saying Con‐Con
Justin Lindskog ‐ “....HUAH!”
‐good first year, Ryan Wilensky, 48 Mountain Dews
Jacob Kramer ‐ “Am I your favorite camper?”
‐drawings on Ethan’s boards, Florida
Zack Sullivan ‐ “FRUIT...BY...THE...FOOT!” “Red Dead Redemption”
‐ being happy, good first year
Devin Dyer ‐ “I caught a turtle” “Pass the dutch”
‐ baggy shorts, Justin
Aaron Coss ‐ “I can fix that.”
‐ Pokémon tips, looking like James.
Sam Miller‐ “I love it here, but I miss home”
‐great basketball skills, his pleading friends

1B Sayings and We Leaves‐ second 4 weeks
Tony Adams: Can I borrow your ipod? Wanna play tennis? This is the first time I’ve clogged a
toilet”
Vahram Sardaryan: What’s going on bro? Up up in the air?! Yeah, any time man!
Eric Weiss: It’s not a race if you always win. HOLY…!! Don’t you interrupt me!!
Jordy Cohen: I am not ordinary!! I always win the race.
Dylan Ansel‐Kelly: Get off my bed! I’m so much smarter than Anthony. Sam Eggert and I are
Newton buddies.
Anthony LeBlanc: Oh my god, Rohit!! I’m so much smarter than Dylan!
Rohit Rao: Who is side aisle? Sam Eggert, go away!!
Noah Mark: I love West End. I’m just not big on Color War.
Joseph Zhang: Visit me in Shanghai. I’ll be back here next summer.
David Lach: Are you serious?!?!?! There’s water under my bed! I am not a Color War coach!!
Anthony Grealish: Are you kidding me?!?!?! Flush or die!! Clean the bunk!
Ian Solomon: Denmark was fun but I’m happier being here.
Tony Adams: Great Blue High Senior Captain, his swimming ability, finishing the High Senior
distance.
Vahram Sardaryan : Standout first time in Color War, best soccer player in camp
Eric Weiss: His Mark impression, Sweaty socks, Back flips
Jordy Cohen: His fear of heights, the guitar, his Celtics hat
Dylan Ansel‐Kelly: Not being last on the bunk list, being mistaken for Ethan
AnthonyLeBlanc: All star plunger, his drum performance in song night, and the fro baby!
Rohit Rao: Outstanding Color War spelling bee performance, his love for wandering
Noah Mark: His fun personality, cool hair, and great potential
Joseph Zhang: His arrival for Color War, Yao Ming
David Lach: The red trucker hat, World Cup, Desert War and Color War coach, the only single
mattress
Anthony Grealish: Dyeing his hair red, DJ at the House Game, his hippie sweatshirt
Ian Solomon: Counselor of the Week, the best Solomon/Andelman

Gottlieb Sayings and We Leaves
Isaac Merson‐ “Kobeeee” “Sure, I can help you”
Huckleberry Finn
Mike Oliveri‐ “Don’t give him the Monopoly..... Scrub.”
WWJBD (What Would Jack Bauer Do?)
Chris Connell‐ “French Toast. Yummmm.”
A new lifeguard
David Cohen‐ “Can we run some more?”
His Wayland friends
Colman Lydon‐ “David left my bat at the field?”
TPX
Dominic Sands‐ “Wanna go fishing?”
“I am a lifeguard, I can take campers fishing now.”
Keith Denning‐ “Can we watch a movie.”
Blue American Eagle Hoodie.
David Driscoll‐ “Come on guys, lets go.” “AHHHHHHH”
BC Eagles
Shintaro Tsujimura‐ Guitar. Extra Skinny jeans. Very luscious hair. Working out. “raaarrasschh
(pterodactyl screech.)” “WHYYY?”
Austin Plachy‐ “Come on team, you can do it.” 13‐Under teams, the Voshchin walk
Corey White‐ “Front row in the van” “You’re outta control!” “Beast!” “I’m only leaving to go to
football camp.” Almost elite 8, Color War official
Ben Grosser‐ his massive trunk of food. “Corey! You’re not staff!” “Gaawwwd” “You’re mad
awk” Awesome comeback year
Jeremy Zucker ‐ Alma Mater performance. Being tan and working out. Desert War captain.
“Wanna work out?” “If we were Blue we would be smurfs.”

Jonah Rappaport‐ Great “tell it again” stories. His bruised arm. Huge Celtics ball. “Zucker,
Zucker! Friday?!” “We had a girl in my class who said “Don’t make fun of me for saying ya’ll.”
Jon Weintraub – being THE TRAUB. Broken broomsticks. Eminem. Great Song Night entrance.
Fabreze. “Guys Guys! … (insert random phrase here, or not, either way)”
Zack Borim ‐ Step Brothers quotes. Going all out for watermelon. “I love watermelon.” “Is that a
dragon?” “Guilty as charged, with the, with the stories.”
Jake Ryter‐ “Woah‐nelly what a scene.” “Wanna play dice?” Indians hat. Polo shirts. Madden
‘11 with no xbox to play it on. High Senior Color War Captain, Blue. Desert War Captain, Day.
Momo‐ Sadly hurting ankle day one of color war. Flower blanket. Great basketball player. “I
hate softball.” “You know Knaan is Somalian?” “T.I.A”
Josue Seoane‐ Looking like Obama. Lounging on everyone ELSE’S bed. Radioactive helmet. “We
haven’t been to KHOP in two weeks.” “Whaaa?!”
Jacob Sands‐ Desert War Captain, Night. Comic books. Flipping out. “I think I am like, just an
ANGRY person.” “I love Ryan.”
Jay Mastrangelo‐ Best attitude in camp. Having only two days at camp with no cast. Messing up
his only line in the Color War skit. Having 50 trash bags under his bed. Mastrangelo screech. “I
want KHOP.” “I swear if we don’t go to Subway.”
Mike “Moose” Messina‐ “My grandfather comes up for Old Timers Week.” “I want to come
back for Color War, but my schedule is so busy.” Great leadership in Desert War, Catching big
fish

Alex Hebert‐ High Senior Captain of White. Desert War Captain of Day. Winning High Senior
distance by two laps. Winning the intercamp Spelling Bee. LITTLE CAESARS EXTRAVAGANZA. “If
you would have just listened to me this would have been the best Gottlieb trip ever.” “I love
Cheez‐its, Goldfish, and Mountain Dew.”
Kabir Moss‐ Music snob. Hate of Q97.9, Wavin’ Flag. Driving everyone to every activity. “Why
aren’t you cleaning… If you would just do it right the first time.” “Leave that song on!!”
“AWWW YEAAAAH.” “Hey, Demarco, play Wavin’ Flag.”
Andrew Demarco‐ Color War coach. Laser Tag Master. “Get out of my area.” “Go play
leagues…. What are you playing? Sports today.”

Color War 2010
By Ryan Wilensky

Color War 2010 started at 6:45PM on Wednesday, August 11. When Jason Cohen and I decided to team up again to run
Color War, one of the few regrets from 2009 was that we didn’t use the “Black Light” start we thought of the year before.
So, from the beginning of the summer, we knew what the Color War start would be. After going over the rules of Jai Alai
in the Council Ring, Jason called each bunk to the Rec Hall to place their bets on the counselors participating. After each
bunk was done, Jason and High Senior Captain, Tony Adams (who had no idea what was going on), brought the Jai Alai
board out from the Rec Hall office onto the basketball court. Within seconds, I pulled the electricity switch, so the Rec
Hall went completely dark. Jason and Rachel turned on battery operated black lights and magically “Color War is Now”
appeared on the same Jai Alai board. The campers ran out of the Rec Hall screaming of happiness. The paint that was
used on the board was purchased over 3 weeks before the start and was an invisible paint, so that nobody could see the
lettering on the board while the lights were on. It was probably the best start I have seen in the 16 years I have been at
West End.
This Color War had the Blue Doomsday (Evil Superheroes who are ending the world) facing off against the White Krewe.
The word “Krewe” is known mainly to those who organize the Mardi Gras parade each year in New Orleans. The White
Krewe was led by Head Coach Dan Bernard and fellow coaches Josh Singer, Justin Avergon, Andrew DeMarco, Doug Spink
and Mike Kirsten. Their captains were Alex Hebert and Louis Shaevel. The Blue Doomsday was led by Head Coach David
Voshchin and fellow coaches Thibaut Rochette, David Lach, Neil Sharma, Mike Kirsten and Brion Rock. Their captains
were Tony Adams, Jake Ryter and Josue Seoane.
On Day One, the Blue started off with a 5‐1 split in the morning and the White matched that 5‐1 split in the afternoon.
At night, however, Blue won 5/6 Tug of Wars and took a 99‐75 lead into Day 2. On Day 2, Blue added to their lead by
going 4‐2 in the morning and there was a split in the afternoon. This was the largest lead in Color War as Blue was up by
46 going into the Night Activity. White started their big comeback that night winning the Sr. Apache Relay and all 3
spelling bees, going into Swim and Track down only 16 points. Swim and Track Day was won by White, who took a 10
point lead into the Night Activities. But, in this historic back and forth battle, Blue won the Jr. Apache and 1/3 Spelling
Bees and Color War was TIED going into Day 4. White went 4‐2 in the morning of Day 4, but got swept in the Omelet
Games, which gave Blue a 10 point lead going into Day 5. In the last set of sports, White won 4‐2 including a clutch
performance by their HS Football team to take a 10 point lead into Song Night.
Song Night was quite memorable. White came in with an excellent entrance using their break dancing duo of Matt
Weisman and Eric Weiss. But Blue came back with a terrific song from the floor using Anthony LeBlanc’s drum solo. Both
teams had hysterical skits, but Eric Weiss’ performance as Mark Sands gave White the slight edge. Blue clearly won the
Song from the Floor, which gave White about a 9.5 point lead going into the Alma Mater. In my opinion, Blue had the
single greatest Alma Mater of all time, “The Scientist,” by Coldplay, with Sam London on the piano and Jeremy Zucker
on the guitar. But, it still wasn’t enough. Jason Cohen and I recalculated the results of Song Night 5 times and went back
and recalculated the rest of Color War a few times to make sure the shocking result was in fact accurate. A Color War
won by White by .32 points. This was the closest and best Color War of all time. I was so sad while the announcement of
the final scores was made because both teams deserved to win. The final score of Color War on the plaque reads 552.2
to 551.9. This is the only time where decimal points will be added to the plaque. Who knows, maybe Color War will be
tied and we can finally find out what’s in Bill’s envelope?

Some highlights of this Color War:












White won 5 out of 6 Spelling Bees.
Blue won 5 out of 6 Tug of Wars.
Blue won 5 out of 6 Archery matches.
Both Teams went 5‐1 on Day 1 (Blue in the morning, White in the afternoon).
White won the Sr. Track meet by 26 points.
Of the 6 divisions, 3 went 3‐3 in games and the other 3 went 4‐2 in games.
Of the 6 coaching matchups, 3 went 3‐3 in games and the other 3 went 4‐2 in games
Blue Low Juniors lost their first 3 games and won their last 3.
White High Seniors lost their first 2 games and ended up 3‐3 in games.
White High Juniors were down 1‐3 in games and ended up 3‐3 in games.
In the best game of CW, the White Low Juniors scored a goal to tie the soccer game at 1‐1, and then scored
again in sudden death to win a great game.
Individual Highlights of this Color War:



















Jon Dunlap (Middle Srs.), Coby Mayhew (Low Srs.) and Dylan Nottingham (High Jrs.) won every swim race
they were in.
Alex Hebert dominated the High Sr. distance in a way that has never been seen before. In an 18 lap race he
double lapped the 2nd place finisher, who won the HS Distance last year and ran a great race himself.
Chris Madden (White LJ), Luke Stillman (Blue Int.) and Matt Leppo (Blue LS) dominated their Distance in
similar fashion.
Jacob Sands (White HS) losing a tough Dash to Jeremy Zucker (Blue HS), then dominating the Steeple Chase.
Peter Erickson pulled a great upset in the HS Swim Distance.
Anthony Abreu scored over 30 points in Intermediate Basketball for the Blue.
Josue Seoane played a great Shortstop in the HS game and in the Omelet wins for Blue.
Kevin Byrne threw 2 TD passes and stripped the ball in Sudden Death overtime for the Blue Low Senior win.
Johnny Slivinski scored 4 goals in the Intermediate Waterpolo game for White.
Noah Aspel scoring 4 goals for the White Low Seniors in Waterpolo.
Tony Adams and Joey Cohen each scored over 20 points in a dominating Blue HS Basketball victory.
Denicio Campozano won the Broad Jump, Dash and came in 2nd place in the Intermediate Distance for the
White team.
Louis Shaevel threw 3 TD passes and got an interception in HS Football. Austin Plachy caught 2 of them.
Also Austin scored from 40 yards out in the first 30 seconds of the Soccer Game.
Paul Bellino gained 14 straight points in Newcomb on his serve.
Zach Chason had 40 points in MS basketball for the Blue in a tough loss.
Sam Eggert and Javaughn Edmonds dominated the LS Hoop game for the White.
And the best individual performance of the summer? Ian Finn finished off the first ever West End Trifecta,
winning World Cup (Mexico), Desert War (Night) and Color War (Krewe). But, that’s not even it. He also
won the Watermelon League (Rochette/Moss’s) and the Sr. League Championship (Socials). What are the
odds of that? Actually its 1/1536. Oh and he won a Staff Award too? Oh and his bunk got 100 points for
Auction Part 2. I kept thinking of how great a sport Ian was during the summer of 2009 with a broken wrist
and how much he deserved all the success he had this summer. Great job, Ian!

2010
Krewe
A. Hebert
L. Shaevel
552.2

Doomsday
T. Adams
J. Ryter
J. Seaone
551.9

Color War 2010
Basketball

BLUE
Neil Sharma

WHITE
Andrew DeMarco

Officials
Jared Klapman
Kabir Moss
Jarrid McElligott
Anthony Grealish

Waterpolo

Brion Rock

Matthew Shivers

Jason Cohen

Todd Zucker
Rachel Wilensky

Volleyball

Michael Kirsten

Doug Spink

Bill Margolin

Marcus Tingling

Softball

David Lach

Josh Singer

Jeff Bernstein

Eric Lesser

Soccer

Thibaut Rochette

Dan Bernard

Steve Lepler

Roque Reyes
Zach Leppo

Football

David Voshchin

Justin Avergon

Ryan Wilensky
Drew Moura

Ian Solomon
Barrett Wilson
Vince Leppo

Color War 2010 - Divisions
High Senior

BLUE
Anthony LeBlanc
Ben Robinson
Grady Newberg
Jake Ryter
Jeremy Zucker
Joey Cohen
Josue Seoane
Peter Erickson
Tony Adams
Zach Borim
Jay Mastrangelo

WHITE
Alex Hebert
Austin Plachy
Ben Grosser
Eric Weiss
Jacob Sands
Jonah Rappaport
Louis Shaevel
Matt Connelly
Mohamed Mohamud
Vahram Sardaryan

Intermediates

BLUE
Anthony Abreu
Anthony Folkes
Derek Supino
Jack Donaldson
Jacob Bank
Jordan Chabot
Jordan Leppo
Luke Stillman
Max Lustig
Patrick O'Toole

Middle Senior

BLUE
Aaron Rappaport
Adam Josephson
Craig Beberman
Ian Delaney
Jacob Stetson
Jordan Cohen
Joseph Zhang
Matt Shaffer
Mike Katzen
Zach Chason

WHITE
Alex Griffins
Coby Tippett
Danny Brack
Evan April
Ian Finn
Jon Dunlap
Jon Weintraub
Luke Shapiro
Mitchell Lesser
Nate Wright

WHITE
Ari Natansohn
Brandon McCrory
Conor Hill
Denicio Campozano
Jack Meaney
Jalan Price
Matt Fischer
Nicholas Madden
Noah Aspel
Vajra Spring

High Juniors

BLUE
Alex Romantz
Anthony Shea
Dylan Nottingham
Eamonn McQuaid
Gabe Leppo
Jake Yezerski
Kevin Wu
Leo Kotomori
Raymond Wu
Walden Ng

Low Seniors

BLUE
Andrew Mastrangelo
Cam DeLuca
Dylan Ansel‐Kelly
Jason Feldman
Kevin Byrne
Matt Leppo
Rohit Rao
Sam London
Yanni Stasinos

WHITE
Coby Mayhew
Farid Mawanda
Isaac Hiller
Jake Coughlin
Javaughn Edmonds
Johnny Slivinski
Matt Weisman
Max Bamford
Sam Eggert

WHITE
Austin Dodes
David Wong
Gabe Sands
Jack Lesser
Matt Moriarty
Mike Goroshko
Nik Aepfelbacher
Paul Bellino
Sam Wong
Zach Miller
Low Juniors

BLUE
Andrew Seifer
Ben Weiss
Blake Masse
Joey LeBlanc
Jordan Goldberg
Jordan Redley
Juan Carlos Gonzales
Kyle Silva
Oudam Seang
Tristan Goroshko

WHITE
Ben Keller
Chris Madden
Jacob Sigel
Josh Bajon
Kaleb Decker
Matt Noah
Nick Silva
Stuart Lustig
Victor Silva
Yasin Mohamud

Color War 2010 Schedule/Results
Day 1
Morning Sports
Sav‐a‐lot Kickball (10)
Hannafords Soccer (10)
Shaws Basketball (10)
Stop and Shop Volleyball (10)
Whole Foods Waterpolo (10)
Costco Softball (10)

Winning Team
White
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Score
18‐17
6‐3
54‐49
3‐1
4‐3
13‐7

Winning Team
White
White
White
White
White
Blue

Score
2‐1 ot
7‐4
3‐2
76‐50
10‐1
8‐5

MVP
Jacob Sigel
Anthony Shea
Anthony Abreu
Dylan Ansel‐Kelly
Michael Katzen
Josue Seaone

Rest Period
Afternoon Sports
Sav‐a‐lot Soccer (10)
Hannafords Kickball (10)
Shaws Volleyball (10)
Stop and Shop Basketball (10)
Whole Foods Softball (10)
Costco Waterpolo (10)
Evening Tugs
Sav‐a‐lot Tugs (5)
Hannafords Tugs (5)
Shaws Tugs (5)
Stop and Shop Tugs (5)
Whole Foods Tugs (5)
Costco Tugs (5)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
Blue
Blue

MVP
Drew Siefer
Matt Moriarty
Brandon McCrory
Javaughn Edmonds
Jon Dunlap + Evan April
Grady Newberg

Score
2‐1
2‐0
2‐0
2‐0
2‐1
2‐1

Tennis and Archery
Tennis
Sav‐a‐lot Tennis (2)
Hannafords Tennis (2)
Shaws Tennis (2)
Stop and Shop Tennis (2)
Whole Foods Tennis (2)
Costco Tennis (2)

Winning Team
White
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Score
8‐6
8‐5
8‐1
8‐1
8‐7
8‐3

Players
Matt Noah + Jacob Sigel
Anthony Shea + Alex Romantz
Derek Supino + Jordan Chabot
Dylan Ansel‐Kelly
Zach Chason + Craig Beberman
Tony Adams + Grady Newberg

Archery
Sav‐a‐lot Archery (2)
Hannafords Archery (2)
Shaws Archery (2)
Stop and Shop Archery (2)
Whole Foods Archery (2)
Costco Archery (2)

Score after Day 1:

Winning Team
White
White
Blue
Blue
White
White

Blue: 99

Score
7‐0 ot
3‐0 ot
14‐9
13‐0
14‐3
20‐10

Player
Chris Madden
Gabe Sands
Luke Stillman
Sam London
Jon Weintraub
Alex Hebert

White: 75

Day 2
Morning Sports
Sav‐a‐lot Relays (10)
Hannafords Waterpolo (10)
Shaws Football (10)
Stop and Shop Softball (10)
Whole Foods Volleyball (10)
Costco Soccer (10)

Winning Team
White
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
White

Score
9‐1 (points)
7‐4
14‐0
8‐2
3‐0
7‐2

MVP
Nick Silva
Dylan Nottingham
Jordan Leppo
Andrew Mastrangelo
Adam Josephson
Vahram Sardaryan

Afternoon Sports
Sav‐a‐lot Waterpolo (10)
Hannafords Basketball (10)
Shaws Softball (10)
Stop and Shop Football (10)
Whole Foods Soccer (10)
Costco Volleyball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
White
White

Score
1‐0
38‐34
6‐5 (extra)
18‐12 ot
5‐1
3‐2

MVP
Juan Carlos Gonzales
Alex Romantz
Conor Hill
Kevin Byrne
Coby Tippett
Vahram Sardaryan

Evening Activities
Junior Apache Relay (15)
Sav‐a‐lot (5)
Hannafords Spelling Bee (5)
Shaws Spelling Bee (5)

Score after Day 2:

Winning Team
White
White
White
White

Blue: 170

MVP/Winning player
Matt Connelly (Mystery Question)
Chris Madden
Zach Miller
Nicholas Madden

White: 154

Day 3

Morning
Junior Track Meet (100)
Senior Swim Meet (100)

Blue
43.45
50.76

White
56.55
49.24

Afternoon
Junior Swim Meet (100)
Senior Track Meet (100)

Blue
56.06
36.9

White
43.94
63.1

Evening Activities
Junior Apache Relay (15)
Stop and Shop Spelling Bee (5)
Whole Foods Spelling Bee (5)
Costco Spelling Bee (5)

Winning Team
Blue
White
White
Blue

MVP/Winning player
Gabe Leppo + Walden Ng (Leap Frog)
Coby Mayhew
Jon Dunlap
Zach Borim

Score after Day 3:

Blue: 377.17

White: 376.83

Individual Swim and Track Day Results (Day 3)
MORNING
Sav‐a‐lot Track Results
Relay: White (Josh Bajon, Victor Silva, Chris Madden, Jacob Sigel)
Dash: 1) Jacob Sigel (W), 2) Joey LeBlanc (B), 3) Juan Carlos Gonzales (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Jordan Goldberg (B), 2) Joey LeBlanc (B), 3) Andrew Seifer (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Jacob Sigel (W), 2) Andrew Seifer (B), 3) Juan Carlos Gonzales (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Victor Silva (W), 2) Josh Bajon (W), 3) Juan Carlos Gonzales (B), 4) Drew Seifer (B)
Distance: 1) Chris Madden (W), 2) Joey LeBlanc (B), 3) Jordan Goldberg (B), 4) Jacob Sigel (W)
Hannafords Track Results
Relay: White (Jack Lesser, Austin Dodes, Gabe Sands, Sam Wong)
Dash: 1) Alex Romantz (B), 2) Sam Wong (W), 3) Eamonn McQuaid (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Nik Aepfelbacher (W), 2) Dylan Nottingham (B), 3) Eamonn McQuaid (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Anthony Shea (B), 2) Zach Miller (W), 3) Sam Wong (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Jack Lesser (W), 2) Dylan Nottingham (B), 3) Sam Wong (W), 4) Jake Yezerski (B)
Distance: 1) Gabe Sands (W), 2) Alex Romantz (B), 3) Gabe Leppo (B), 4) Austin Dodes (W)
Shaws Results
Relay: Blue (Jordan Chabot, Jordan Leppo, Jack Donaldson, Luke Stillman)
Dash: 1) Denicio Campazano (W), 2) Conor Hill (W), 3) Vajra Spring (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Denicio Campazano (W), 2) Conor Hill (W), 3) Luke Stillman (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Noah Aspel (W), 2) Pat O’Toole (B), 3) Jordan Chabot (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Jordan Leppo (B), Ari Natansohn (W), 3) Vajra Spring (W), 4) Jordan Chabot (B)
Distance: 1) Luke Stillman (B), 2) Denicio Campazano (W), 3) Conor Hill (W), 4) Jack Meaney (W)
Stop and Shop Swim Results
Relay: White (Max Bamford, Isaac Hiller, Johnny Slivinski, Jake Coughlin)
Freestyle: 1) Coby Mayhew (W), 2) Sam London (B), 3) Yanni Stasinos (B)
Backstroke: 1) Coby Mayhew (W), 2) Kevin Byrne (B), 3) Jake Coughlin (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Yanni Stasinos (B), 2) Max Bamford (W), 3) Cam DeLuca (B)
Distance: 1) Coby Mayhew (W), 2) Sam London (B), 3) Yanni Stasinos (B), 4) Matt Leppo
Whole Foods Swim Results
Relay: White (Nate Wright, Evan April, Coby Tippett, Ian Finn)
Freestyle: 1) Jon Dunlap (W), 2) Jacob Stetson (B), 3) Ian Delaney (B)
Backstroke: 1) Jon Dunlap (W), 2) Mike Katzen (B), 3) Zach Chason (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Mike Katzen (B), 2) Ian Delaney (B), 3) Matt Shaffer (B)
Distance: 1) Jon Dunlap (W), 2) Jacob Stetson (B), 3) Mike Katzen (B), 4) Ian Delaney (B)
Costco Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Ben Robinson, Zach Borim, Grady Newberg, Anthony LeBlanc)
Freestyle: 1) Eric Weiss (W), 2) Grady Newberg (B), 3) Josue Seaone (B)
Backstroke: 1) Eric Weiss (W), 2) Alex Hebert (W), 3) Ben Robinson (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Louis Shaevel (W), Jeremy Zucker (B), 3) Josue Seaone (B)
Distance: 1) Peter Erickson (B), 2) Josue Seaone (B), 3) Jeremy Zucker (B), 4) Alex Hebert (W)

AFTERNOON
Sav‐a‐lot Swim Results
Relay: White (Stuart Lustig, Jacob Sigel, Kaleb Decker, Matt Noah)
Freestyle: 1) Ben Keller (W), 2) Jordan Goldberg (B), 3) Victor Silva (W)
Backstroke: 1) Victor Silva (W), 2) Andrew Seifer (B), 3) Ben Keller (W)
Breath Holding: 1) Juan Carlos Gonzales (B), 2) Kyle Silva (B), 3) Matt Noah (W)
Distance: 1) Ben Keller (W), 2) Victor Silva (W), 3) Andrew Seifer (B), 4) Juan Carlos Gonzales (B)
Hannafords Swim Results
Relay: White (Jack Lesser, Gabe Sands, Paul Bellino, Matt Moriarty)
Freestyle: 1) Dylan Nottingham (B), 2) David Wong (W), 3) Sam Wong (W)
Backstroke: 1) Dylan Nottingham (B), 2) David Wong (W), 3) Sam Wong (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Gabe Leppo (B), 2) Eamonn McQuaid (B), 3) Matt Moriarty (W)
Distance: 1) Dylan Nottingham (B), 2) Sam Wong (W), 3) David Wong (W), 4) Walden Ng (B)
Shaws Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Anthony Abreu, Derek Supino, Luke Stillman, Jordan Leppo)
Freestyle: 1) Patrick O’Toole (B), 2) Jordan Chabot (B), 3) Jack Meaney (W)
Backstroke: 1) trick O’Toole (B), 2) Jordan Chabot (B), 3) Jordan Leppo (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Jack Meaney (W), 2) Jack Donaldson (B), 3) Luke Stillman (B)
Distance: 1) Patrick O’Toole (B), 2) Noah Aspel (W), 3) Matt Fisher (W), 4) Jack Meaney (W)
Stop and Shop Track Results
Relay: White (Javaughn Edmonds, Johnny Slivinski, Coby Mayhew, Max Bamford)
Dash: 1) Dylan Ansel‐Kelly (B), 2) Kevin Byrne (B), 3) Coby Mayhew (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Coby Mayhew (W), 2) Javaughn Edmonds (W), 3) Dylan Ansel‐Kelly (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Kevin Byrne (B), 2) Cam DeLuca (B), 3) Jake Coughlin (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Yanni Stasinos (B), 2) Isaac Hiller (W), 3) Andrew Mastrangelo (B), 4) Jake Coughlin (W)
Distance: 1) Matt Leppo (B), 2) Johnny Slivinski (W), 3) Max Bamford (W), 4) Kevin Byrne (B)
Whole Foods Track Results
Relay: White (Evan April, Jon Dunlap, Luke Shapiro, Ian Finn)
Dash: 1) Ian Finn (W), 2) Jordan Cohen (B), 3) Alex Griffiths (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Jon Dunlap (W), 2) Luke Shapiro (W), 3) Ian Finn (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Nate Wright (W), 2) Adam Josephson (B), 3) Matt Shaffer (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Coby Tippett (W), 2) Nate Wright (W), 3) Danny Brack (W), 4) Alex Griffiths (W)
Distance: 1) Luke Shapiro (W), 2) Jon Dunlap (W), 3) Zach Chason (B), 4) Evan April (W)
Costco Track Results
Relay: White (Jacob Sands, Eric Weiss, Louis Shaevel, Alex Hebert)
Dash: 1) Jeremy Zucker (B), 2) Jacob Sands (W), 3) Peter Erickson (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Eric Weiss (W), 2) Jeremy Zucker (B), 3) Jacob Sands (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Peter Erickson (B), 2) Grady Newberg (B), 3) Matt Connelly (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Jacob Sands (W), 2) Eric Weiss (W), 3) Louis Shaevel (W), 4) Peter Erickson (B)
Distance: 1) Alex Hebert (W), 2) Josue Seoane (B), 3) Vahram Sardaryan (W), 4) Austin Plachy (W)

Day 4
Morning Sports
Sav‐a‐lot Newcomb (10)
Hannafords Softball (10)
Shaws Soccer (10)
Stop and Shop Waterpolo (10)
Whole Foods Football (10)
Costco Basketball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
White
White
White
Blue

Score
2‐1
11‐7
3‐1
9‐0
6‐0
81‐45

MVP
Drew Seifer + Juan Carlos Gonzales
Jack Lesser
Denicio Campozano
Johnny Slivinski
Nate Wright
Tony Adams

Rest Period
Afternoon
Junior Omelet Game(15)
Senior Omelet Game (15)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue

Score
7‐6
5‐2

MVP
Anthony Shea
Josue Seoane

Evening‐ Song Night Practice
Score after Day 4:

Blue: 427.17

White: 416.83

Day 5
Morning Sports
Sav‐a‐lot Softball (10)
Hannafords Newcomb (10)
Shaws Waterpolo (10)
Stop and Shop Soccer (10)
Whole Foods Basketball (10)
Costco Football (10)
Score Going into Song Night:

Winning Team
Blue
White
White
Blue
White
White
Blue: 447.17

Score
7‐3
2‐0
11‐4
4‐2
70‐63
24‐0

MVP
Juan Carlos Gonzales
Paul Bellino
Noah Aspel
Yanni Stasinos
Alex Griffiths
Louis Shaevel

White: 456.83

Afternoon
Song Night Practice
Song Night
Entrance (40 Points)
Song from the Seats (30 Points)
Skit (50 Points)
Song from the Floor (30 Points)
Alma Mater (50 Points)
Final Score of Song Night

Blue
17 2/3
17 1/3
24
17
28 2/3
104 2/3

FINAL SCORE OF COLOR WAR:

White
22 1/3
12 2/3
26
13
21 1/3
95 1/3

Blue

White

551.84

552.16

WHITE
KREWE
For Your Entertainment- Adam Lambert

Evacuate The Dance Floor- Cascada

So hot out the box
Can you pick up the pace?
Turn it up, heat it up
W the limit, are you with it?
Got you feelin’ afraid
Ya know we’ll hurt you real g e wanna be entertained
Push ood

Let's start the party
Let's get out on the floor
We're on a war path
Come on give us some more
Doomsday's breaking down, they're out of control
They're begging to go free
Blue should admit defeat

Let's go, it's our show, can you do what we say
Don't trip, when you’re hit with the skills we display
We told you, we’re gon’ hold ya down until you obey
Beat you down till you’re out of the game

Fight White Fight
Through the night
Feel it under your skin
Time is right
Keep it tight
'Cuz the Krewe's gonna win
Wrap it up
Can't stop ‚cuz it feels like a overdose

No escaping when we start
Once we go we’re going hard
There's no way to ring the alarm
So hold on until it's over
Oh!
Do you know what you got into
Blue can’t handle what we’re 'bout to do
'Cause it's about to get rough for you
You’re here for our entertainment

White, Krewe, breaking down the Doomsday
White, Krewe, the girls are all around
Blue, screams, stop this krewe is killing me
Hey white team we're gonna burry the blue
underground

Oh!
Bet you thought that we were soft and sweet
Thought that we were easy to defeat
But we’re about to turn up the heat
You’re here for our entertainment

Their team is aching
System overload
Temperature's rising
Blue's about to explode
Watch us we're unstoppable
Taking the show
We've got them hypnotized
Blue should just step aside

'Sall right
You'll be fine
The Krewe is in control
Feel the pain
Its our pleasure
White team’s takin the gold
Close your eyes, numb your mind
We’re just takin’ your soul
Now it’s over so the party is on
Chorus

Fight white fight
Through the night
Feel it under your skin
Time is right
Keep it tight
'Cuz the Krewe's gonna win
Wrap it up
Can't stop cuz it feels like a overdose
Chorus x2

This Is How a Heart Breaks- Rob Thomas

Wake Me Up When September Ends– Green Day

Blue is gonna go for a ride,
There is no way they'll survive,
Krewe makes the most out of life,
and we just take them for granted.

Summers have come and gone,
But memories will still live on,
Wake me up when camp starts again.

White is like a mean machine,
We made a mess out of blue,
Proved we're the better team,
Beat them so bad they are stranded.
Now were screaming and they're starting to shake,
And we don't know how much more they can take.
Well this is it now,
Doomsday should just kneel down,
This is all they can take,
This is how the blue breaks!
They take a hit now,
We watch them break down,
Doomsday's done,
War is won,
This is how the blue breaks!
White Krewe on the top of the plaque,
Doomsday is under attack,
We've got the talent they lack,
Our party just keeps on goin'
White Krewe's just way too darn fine,
The girls they all get in line,
While Doomsday just lays and dies,
Good times with White keep on flowin'
Blue we're sorry but its not a mistake
This war is ours blue is just left in our wake
Chorus
2X this is how the blue breaks

With my brothers I had a blast
8 whole weeks have gone so fast,
Wake me up when camp starts again.
Here comes the end of camp, I wish I could stay.
We could be with our friends, just for one more day.
As my memories fade, I never forget what I've learned.
Wake me up when camp starts again.
Summers have come and past,
but West End House will always last,
wake me up when camp starts again.
Ring out the bells again,
like we did when camp began,
3X Wake me up when camp starts again.
Here comes the end of camp, I wish I could stay.
We could be with our friends, just for one more day.
As my memories fade. I never forget what I've learned.
Wake me up when camp starts again.

Cheer Medley

Tik Tok- Ke$ha

We'll be up up and away, up up and away
And, they won't beat us anyway
Cuz, White's better

Wake up in the morning part of the White Krewe
Grab our sneaks, We're out the door, ready to beat up
blue
When it's done, paint the plaque, with the white on top
Cause when we begin to fight, we ain't gonna stop

We'll be up up and away, up up and away
Cuz in the end we'll beat them anyway
Cuz, we're better
I said, velvet masks and crazy beads,
Judges thats all we need.
We can go to the fields, we know the deal
smoke the other team
as the doomsday burn we can take our turn
singin' them dirty Krewe songs,
whites top of the plaque, back to back,
blue don't know whats wrong so...
Doomsday your a joke,
shove your hope where it don't shine x4 and..
Fill up our cups, drank
mazel tov, lichaim
look at blue crying, crying
they're breaking, down
give us the crown, give us the crown
we shut 'em down, shut 'em down
we take the war, yeah
and then we do it again. Cuz...
We're the white krewe, we're not like the others
we're the white krewe we're not just another one, of
those teams you don't remember,
White Krewe is gonna live on forever (x2)

We're talking winning each and every day, day
Beating blue in every way, way
Gonna make the doomsday pay, pay
We've got all of the best athletes
Hosting all of the parties
Trying to get a little bit crazy
Don't stop, make it rock
White Krewe, tear the whole war up
Tonight we're gonna fight
Til the plaque is colored white
Tick tock goes their clock
But our party don't stop, no
Go White Krewe, go
Go White Krewe, go
There ain't a team in the world that's as great as the
Krewe
We beat the blue then party, that's just what we do
Now the girls are lining up cause we're as smooth as the
ocean
But that's not the case with blue 'cuz they're coached by
Dave Voshchin
We're talking bout everybody having fun, fun
Girls try to visit our bunks, bunks
Crush blue if they get too close, close
We're fightin' til we win this war, war
til they read the final score score
They read the final score, score
Read the final...
Chorus x2

Blue Doomsday Song Night Sheet

California Gurls – Katy Perry
We know a place
Where the grass was once greener
Cold, dead, and dry
White team’s drowning in the fallout
Screaming, go blue go
Doomsdays coming and they don’t know
The krewe
Break their necks
Try’na win a single ballgame
We’re taking over the world
The score isn’t close
White team’s lost all hope
Once you mess with doomsday
You’ll have nothing to say…
Goooooo blue gooo
West end house watch out
We’re unforgettable
Taking splits
Blue team is on top
We have nukes
So hot
We’ll melt your faces off
Goooooo blue gooo
West end house watch out
We’re undeniable
fine, fresh, fierce
we got this tonight
doomsday represent
now put your hands up
Goooooo blue Gooooo

win at the fields
we don’t mind grass stains on our sweatpants
the krewe
at the docks
crying all night because they know
We’re taking over the world
The score isn’t close
White team’s lost all hope
Once you mess with doomsday
You’ll have nothing to say…
goooooo blue goooo

West end house watch out
We’re unforgettable
Taking splits
Blue team is on top
We have nukes
So hot
We’ll melt your faces off
goooooo blue goooo
West end house watch out
We’re undeniable
fine, fresh, fierce
we got this tonight
doomsday represent
now put your hands up
gooooooo blue gooooo

Cheer Medley
We’re not afraid, we’re not afraid
To fight the white, to fight the white,
Work together, work together
Let’s crush the krewe, and win this war for the
blue
Rule the world, it’s ours forever
Go blue go
seize the moment, the krewe’s alone
tell us if you feel like you can challenge the
blue (12)

it’s twenty minutes til the bombs fall
the krewe’s running they’re running away
this war has been too easy
the krewe’s doing everything wrong
we’ve been winning everything and more
the krewe’s running they’re running away
it’s a miracle if white lives
it’s because doomsdays bombs are‐
fallin, fallin, fallin, fallin
fallin, fallin, fallin, fallin

D‐day on the attack
Destroying the krewe
And we will make sure that the plaque is blue
White team’s lost all hope, doomsday will
prevail
Gonna rule the world cause the krewe will fail

blue teams winning everything, it’s all we ever
wanted
doomsday’s done it real big, and the white
teams knows we won it
white team hasn’t won a thing, cause the
white team knows we want it
give d‐day a challenge, and we will beat the
white team at it

Cause we beat them down every time they
want to play
blue is the best and we promise this is our day
we always fight for it, then white team gives
up
then they say the same thing every single time
doomsday is the best, doomsday is the best
Doomsday is the best, doomsday is the best
We’re the best this camp has had, best this
camp has had
Best this camp has had, best this camp has
had
Doomsday is the best

Amazing – Kanye West
we’re amazing
we’re the reason
everybody’s fired up this evening
white’s exhausted,
barely breathing
giving up what they once believed in
no matter what you’ll never see our team flee
our reign is as far as your eyes can see
we’re amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue) (repeat chorus)
we are monsters, we are killers
we know we’re strong… yeah
we’re a problem, that will never ever be solved
and no matter what you’ll never see our team flee
our reign is as far as your eyes can see
we’re amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue) (repeat chorus)
we are monsters
we are mavens
we know this world is changing
never gave in
never gave up
we’re the only thing we’re afraid of
no matter what you’ll never see our team flee
our reign is as far as your eyes can see
we’re amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue)
so amazing (blue) (repeat chorus twice)
Poker Face – Lady Gaga
we wanna beat them down like they did in ‘02
beat ‘em crush ‘em hit ‘em why are they challenging
blue?
(we love it)
white team’s aggravated cause they’ve been down
since the start
And after this war’s done white team will have a broken
heart

Go, oh oh oh Blue, Go‐o‐o‐o‐o‐oh
This is our night, white team has no fight
Go, oh oh oh Blue, Go‐o‐o‐o‐o‐oh
We beat the krewe, for messing with blue
Can't stop the
Can't stop the
No they can’t stop blue doomsday
(we’re a team like no other)
Can't stop the
Can't stop the
No they can’t stop blue doomsday
(we’re a team like no other)
D‐d‐d‐d‐day’s soon d‐d‐d‐day’s soon
(better beware)
D‐d‐d‐d‐day’s soon d‐d‐d‐day’s soon
(better beware)
white wants to fight us though they know that they will
pay
A lot of terrorizing’s fun when you're doomsday
(we love it)
this year’s song night is not the same cause we have
won
cause blue team when we play we play so tough the
white team run, (runs)
Go, oh oh oh blue, Go‐o‐o‐o‐o‐oh
This is our night, white team has no fight
Go, oh oh oh blue, Go‐o‐o‐o‐o‐oh
We beat the krewe, for messing with blue
Can't stop the,
Can't stop the
No they can’t stop blue doomsday
(we’re a team like no other)
Can't stop the,
Can't stop the
No they can’t stop blue doomsday
(we’re a team like no other)
D‐d‐d‐d‐day’s soon d‐d‐d‐day’s soon
(better beware)
D‐d‐d‐d‐day’s soon d‐d‐d‐day’s soon
(better beware)

HOUSE SONG

The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman
around 1946; it was first heard at a West End House Show & Dance at the Statler
Ballroom in Boston.
Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .

James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

